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ABSTRACT

This study was developed to examine the 'impact of socíal
work education upon student social workers' stated adherence to

certain core values of the profession and

upon

their operationalizatíon

of professional values in common practice situations. One group of
faculty (n = l4) and four groups of students (n = 12'l) from the
University of Manitoba School of Social Work in Canada were tested in
the cross-sectional study. The student groupíngs comprised

first

year undergraduate students (n = 4ì), second year undergraduate
students (n = 30),
graduate students

final year undergraduate students (n = 38),

(n = l2).

and

The research instrument consjsted of

two prev'iously-deve'loped questionna'ires, the Meyer's Social Values

Test and Neikrug's value orientations questionnaire, as well as
questì ons el 'ic'iti ng socì al and demograph ì c data f rom the subjects
The

results demonstrated a stat'istically significant, positive

relationship
and

between

the subjects' level of professional education

six of ten core social work values outlinedin the Fleyer's

Social Values Test. As we'I1,

it

was found

that students at hìgher

levels in their professionaì education were more similar to
faculty group in their operatìonalizatjon of professional
than student groups

at lower levels.

IV

These

the

values

fjndings 'led to the

conclusions that social work educatìon does irnpact upon the

of students in the directjon desjred by
professionaì schools and that this ìmpact encompasses both the
students' stated adherence to the val ues of the profession and
their operat'ionaljzation of those values in practice. The findings
professional values

supported the theory

of professional socialization

wh'ich held that

profess'ional values are incorporated during professjonal schooiing
and

that the acquired values are linked to professional practice.

The impìications

of the findings for professional

professional practice are discussed.

education and
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CHAPTER

THE

I

PROBLEM

of professional education upon student values has
been the subject of considerable research.l However, ìn spite of all
The impact

the research activity, the relationship between profess'iona1 education
and student values has remained

undertaken has revealed

uncl.u..2 A review of the

research

that the confl'icting results obtained in

the

various studies may have resulted from the use of different definitjons

of the concept of professional values. This
discovery has led to the conceptualization of the present study. In
thìs project, groups of students at different levels in their
and

d'ifferent

measurements

professional training have been tested, usÍng ìnstruments

to

measure

different

dirnensions

of

des'igned

pnofessional values. Both the

students' stated adherence to the values espoused by the professìon
and

their value-based, decisjon-nlak'ing behaviour in

practice s'ituations were

cotnmon

profess'ional

exami ned.

The Problem

Theories
one

of

behaviour motjvation have

of the prime influencers of behaviorr.3

identified values

These

as

theories have held

that while the

degree

of jnfluence of an ind'ivjdual's values will

vary from situation to situation and a person's behaviour may not
a'lways be cons'istent

these values
types

of

will result'in strain toward consistent

behav'iour whenever

the relationship
ni ng

One

of

choice

of certa'in

alternatjves are offered.4 Acceptance of

between values and behaviour has been so widespread

that the theorjes
the trai

with the values that he/she holds, possession of

have provìded the basis

for considerabie

concern for

profess'ional s.5

central feature of a professjon has been a set of

common

to professional behaviour. A general
value system has been regarded as a binding force for members of a

values which has been linked

profession and it has also been recognìzed as having an important

influence upon professional

actìvìty.6

For these reasons, the

internalization of the value system of a profession has been identified
as integra'l to the professional social'ization process.

In social lvork, as in other profess'ions, the novjce's
internalizat'ion of the professional value system has been considered
very important. Many intervention strategies, practice techniques
and treatment goals have been premised on the values

identified

as

central to the profession, and the successfu.l applicatìon of these
strategies and techniques has been assumed to require adherence'
the part of the socìal worker, to the values underlying ther,r.7

on

As

we1l, the complexity of people has ensured that there w'ill often

be

s'ituations in which there are no readily apparent or readily available
guidelines for action and,

in such situations, the theories of behaviour

motivation have suggested that the practitioner's values would

influence his/her action. Thus, the internalization of the values of
the profession have been considered essentìal for both the structured
and unstructured behaviour

The theory

a

of the professional practìtioner.

linking values with efficacy in pract'ice has played

critical role in the recruitment"

selection and trainÍng of social

of the history of the profession.S Since
the ul timate objecti ve of profess'iona'l education has been to train
individuals for effective practice, adherence to the theory has led to

workers throughout much

a considerable enrphasis on values during training,and professional

to 'instìll a professional value system
in students during the course of their education.9 This l'inkage

educators have been expected

between values, educatjon, and

of studjes

efficacy'in practice has insp'ired

a

at

determining the success of educators in
l0
teach'i ng profess'ional uul ,., .

number

aimed

To date, the research on the impact

of professional

upon student values has produced confusing and

education

often conflictìng

results. l^Jhile most of the studies undertaken have indicated some
change in student values during the course of their professjonal
training, the djrection and extent of this change has varied from
study to study. Thus,ìt has been impossible to arrive at a fírm
conclusion regarding the effect of professional educatjon on student
val ues

The prob'lem

of arriving at a firm conclusjon

understandable given the nature

of the elusiveness of values,
defining and measuring the
has revealed

of the phenomena

has

under

study.

researchers have had great

concept.

been

Because

difficulty

in

A review of the studies undertaken

that the projects often focussed on different aspects of

the phenomena. Not only d'id the researchers choose different
instruments to operationalize the concept, but they often conceptualized
values

differently.ll

Therefore, the djffering results achieved

by

the various projects have been quite understandable given the different
approaches

utilized to study professìona1 education and student

val ues.

of the preva'i1ing confusion and
to increase knowledge about the impact of professional educatìon on
student values, this project has examined two aspects of the
conceptualjzation of profess'ional values simultaneously using the
same group of subjects. That is, both the subjects'adherence to a
set of core professional values and their value-based decision-making
in common professional pract'ice situations have been studjed. These
To

assist in clarifying

some

two perspectives were chosen because they comprised two different and

distinct aspects of the phenomena, professìona'l values,
they represented the two key e'lements

and because

in the internaljzation of

a

professional value system; a stated adherence to professional values
and the operatìonalization

Given the theory

of the values of a profession.

linking values

and

efficacy 'in practice,

of the key elements in the internal'ization of a professional

value

both

for a study on the impact of professional
education upon student values. The objectives of social work
system would be essential

education have encompassed both the conceptual ization and the

operationalization of the values of the profession.
apparent

that the professional

values have

little

It

worth

has

if

been

students

merely voice adherence to them" The worth of the values has rested
potentì

al for

gui di ng behav'i

our i n practi

ce

.

However,

in their

cri ti cs of profess i onal

education had suggested that students merely learned but did not

incorporate professional values during schooling and that studies
demonstrating voiced adherence

to professional values did not

demonstrate influence on practice
l4oore contended

that

behaviour. For example, tr{ilbur

"The capacity

E.

of the student in a professional

to recite accurately the appropriate ethical cannons may have
no consequence for his behaviourin his professional practi..."l2
school

this criticism and the two objectives of pr:ofessional
educatíon in relation to the 'inculcation of professional values, it
became apparent that it lvas ìmperative to examine both the students'
considerìng

conceptualization and their operationalization of the values
work

in order to

assess the impact

of professional

educatìon

of

social

upon

student val ues.

Two

existing instruments were chosen to

examjne

the

two

elements, conceptualization and operationalizatíon of professional
val

ues.

The I'leyer's Soc'ial Val ues Test was

util ized to

exami ne the

subjects' conceptualjzatìon of the values of the proferrion.l3
The

test eljcited the subjects' stated level of

of ten value

dimensìons, representing the

adherence

to a series

ideal values of social

vrork.

The Neikrug value orientations questionnaire wãs seli:cted

for the value operationalization phase of the ,"r.ur.h.l4 This
instrument consisted of a series of vignettes outlin'ing common
profess'iona1 practice problems. Following each vignette were a number

of

value-based solutions

to the presenting problems.

By ranking the

to the problems, the subjects indicated their
level of preference for different value orientations.
responses as solut'ions

l,lhi I e

the i deal method of

exami ni

profess'iona1 values would have been

ng the operati onal i zati on of

direct observation of the practice

behaviour of the subjects, practical and ethical considerations as well

as the elusive nature of the concept under study
nreasurement be unobtrusive and

indirect.

represented the best available approach

izat.ion

of professional
The use

demanded

that

the

The Neikrug questionnaire

for tapping the operational-

values among social work students.

of the tr.ro prevì ousiy-deveì

oped questionnai

res offered

significant

advantages over an

development

of a new research instrument(s). First, the results of

tlo

alternative approach involving

previous studjes could be compared

the
the

to the results achieved for

of the project and this served to provide additional
support for some of the findings. Second, the Ínstruments already
had been tesied for validity and reliabì1ìty. Fina11y, the use of
two exìsting instruments meant a considerable saving in time.
each phase

the

Significance

of the Research

of the l4eyer's social values Test and the Neikrug
value orientations questionnaire to tap the two key dimensions in
the internalization of a professional value system significantìy added
to the research on the impact of professional education upon student
values. up to the time of this study prev'ious researchers had
concentrated on only one aspect of the students' internalization of
a professíonal value system, either their stated adherence to the
values espoused by the profess'ion or their operationalization of the
values of social work. I'lo project had examined both the conceptualization
and operationalization of professional values simultaneously using the
same group of subjects. Such an approach was deemed important in
The use

to address the dual object'ives of professional educators in
relation to the inculcation of a professional value system.

order.

at professional schools have been charged rvith the
responsibility for ensuring that students internalize the values of
Educators

on.

for thi s i nternal i zation have j ncl uded
both the students'stated adherence to the value system of the professìon
the professi

and evidence

Expectatj ons

that the values

have been incorporated and are being

uti I j zed as gui des for professional behavj orr.
have

utjlized both direct

instill

and

indirect

I

methods

5

wr,i I e

educators

ín their attempt to

a professional value system ìn aspiring professional

has been

little

efforts.

The er,rpirical

in this study have provided an indication of the success
teaching efl'orts. Educators can evaluate their technìques

data secured

of these

empirical support for their

s, there

ô

Õ

in light of the findings regarding the impact of their

teaching

upon

student values and hopefu'l'ly improve their methods of transmitting
professional val ues.

Improvements

in the teaching of

professional values should

result in practit'ioners having a firmer professional value base.
And, given the theory linkìng a professional value base with efficacy

in practice, improvements'in the teaching of values should lead to
more capab'le practitioners. In an age of rap'id change when social
workers have often been confronted by nevl practice settings, unique

field prob'lems, and a growing

need

forinnovative intervention

strategies, a firm professional value base
can plan and irnp'lement
was designed

to

the practitioner

has been needed. The present study

determine how successful profess'ionaì educators were

at meetings thjs
Overview

activity

upon which

need.

of the Studv

Chapter One has outl'ined the problem and the signìficance of

the study for profess'ional education and professional practice.

The

project was developed on the basis of the theory linking values with
effìcacy in practice. An examination of the impact of professional
educatjon upon the two princ'iple elements

in the students'

jnternalization of a professional value system, the'ir conceptualization

of professional values, was undertaken. ilhile
previous studies into the impact of professional educatjon upon
and operationalization

student values had been conducted, the prior projects had examined only
one element

in the internalization of a professional

value system

and

they had produced only partiaì and sometimes conflict'ing results
regardìng the relationship between education and student values.

of both the students' conceptualization and their
operatìonaljzation of professional values promised to yield data which
The examination

would add

to the knowledge about the relationship between values

and

professional educat'ion, and between values and the practice of socjal
work.

brief synopsis of the professional 'literature,outlining the
theory surrounding social work values, has been included at the beginning
of Chapter Two. The chapter also encompasses a review of the research
A

in the area of social work education and student values, and
extensive descriptions of both the McLeod-Meyer and Neikrug studies,
upon which major portions of this project were based.
undertaken

The methodology

of the project has been outlined in

Chapter

Three. Explanat'ion of the independent and dependent variables

and

the research ínstruments utiljzed in the study begin the chapter.

ljsting and explanatìon for the control variables follow. The
hypotheses for the study, descriptions of the subjects and methods of

A

data collection, and an account

of the organization

and ana'lyses of

the data complete the discussion on methodology.

In Chapter Four, the results of the study have been presented.
The

first

section

of the chapter outlines the findings on the Meyer's

10

Socjal Values Test

(i.e.,

between

the subjects' level of professional

education and their adherence to a set

of core values of social

rvork).

of the control varìables upon the relationshìps dìscovered
in the initial analysis of the data for the Social Values Test also
has been outl'ined in thìs section of the chapter. The second section
of Chapter Four contajns a descriptìon of the findjngs for the value

The impact

of the research. The sectjon also 'includes a
discussion on the impact of the subiects' personal characteristics
upon the reìationship between their level of professional educat'ion
and their value orientations. A final section of the chapter
encornpasses a general summary arrd discussion of the results"

orientations

phase

In Chapter Five, the findings have been discussed in relation
jmplìcatìons
to the theorjes and argument which directed the study. The

of the proiect for professional educatjon and professjonal practice'
'in the area of professional
and recommendations for further study
education and student values conclude the chapter'

I

lFor example,

"
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CHAPTER I

i

REVIEl.l OF RELATED RISEARCH

Chapter Two begins

with a synopsis of the professional

literature on values in socjal work; the works which have provided
much

of the theoretical

base

for

research undertaken

in the area of

professional education and social work values. Following the synops'is,

there

is

a descriptjon of the

upon which

this

McLeod-f'1eyer

study v¡as based. A revjew

research, one

of the projects

of the .|974 i'leikrug study'

the second study upon which the present proiect was developed, follows
the summary of the McLeod-Meyer research. The section also outlines
other related studjes. The chapter concludes wìth a

summary

of

the

relevant features of the previous studies.

Rev'iew

of Professional Literature
Much

on Values

of the theory on the relatjonsh'ip between professional

education, social work values and practíce efficacy has been drawn

writings of such authors as l,l'illiam Gordon, Harriet Bartlett'
lrlax Siporin, Charles Levy and Helen Perlman. These writers have
frorn the

that there is a distinctive set of values in social work which
denotes partjcular posìtions that pract'itioners are expected to hold

cla'imed

l3

t4

in relation to specific
books and

issues"

The values have been

listed in their

articles.l

of the authors have al so noted that many of the val ues
are not exclusive to social work" In her article, "Believing and
Several

Doing: Values i.n Social l,lork Education", Helen Perlman has written

of the core values of social work "are so general and
abstract" that they are "espoused by every polit'icìan."2 Further,
that

many

that "A value...has small worth if it cannot be transmitted
from idea or conviction into some form, quality or direction of
she stated

behaviour. The power of a value lies in
gu'idance

for action."3

Perlman asserted

its

governance and

that

it

was

not the values

pet se which have been distinctive of the profession, but their

particular combìnation

and app'lication have been what has formed the

profession's base.4
This link between social work values
has been discussed by other

and

professional practice

writers as well. l'lilliam

Gordon defined

social work practice as "interventive action djrected to

purposes

and guided by values, knowledge and techniques which are collect'ively

unjque, acknowledged by and ident'ified with the social work profession."5
Charles Levy wrote "Social workers share values which shape their
preferences with regard

to the ways of fulfilling

responsibiljty as r,re1l as the responsibjlity to
The authors also emphasized

in the transmission of professional

profess'iona1

fulfill it

and

to whom."6

the role of social work education
values.

T. Bloom

wrote that "the

t5

goals of social work education are achieved when the student...
incorporates the knowledge and values basic to social work as
7

professi onal di sci pl i ne. . . . "'

It

was cl ear from hi

s arti cl e

a

and

in social work educatjon that incorporation
encompassed both the students' stated adherence to and their operationalfrom other writings on values

'ization of the values of the profession.B

The theory

linking educat'ion, values and social work practice

has provoked numerous studies
and professional

values.

into the area of socjal work education

The most noted

were stud'ies compìeted by Donna
and I

L.

of

these research projects

f"lcleod and Henry

J.

I'leyer

in 1960

gil.9

The ltlcLeod-Meyer Studies

The l'4cleod-l4eyer studies were premised on the assurnptions

that "...social work training involves the inculcation of approprìate
attitudes as well as knowledge and skills"lO and that "...there
common

expect

core of specìf

ic

is a

of soc'ial v¡ork
their students to hol¿."l'l The prìmary goal of the fÍrst
value pos'itions that schools

project was to determìne whether professionally trained social
workers could be distinguíshed from untrained social v¡orkers onany or

all of the ten values identified

as central

to the professíon.

the researchers addressed the question of what factors, other
professional trajn'ing, could be related to differences
positions

among

in

As

than

value

social workers. In the second study involving a

of school teachers, Mcleod and Meyer cons'idered

well,

group

whether the socia'l work

l6

values that were identified could distjnguish social workers from

other professional groups.
The jnstrument used

to address these questions was developed

by the researchers. Drawing upon the literature
Mcleod and l4eyer

identjfied ten values which they claimed represented

the "core values" of socjal work.
an opposing vaìue

e

,

Each

of the values was paired with

to produce a series of ten value dimensions:

Indi v j dual l,iorth versus System Goal
Struggl

of the profession,

Sufferi ng and Deni al

;

s

;

Securi ty-Sati

sfaction

versus

Group Responsi bi I i ty versus Indi vi dual

Responsibility; Personal Liberty versus Societal Control ; RelativismPragmatism versus Absolut'ism-Sacredness; Innovation-Change versus

Trad'itionalism; Diversìty versus Homogeneìty; Cultural Determinism
versus Inherent

Human

ilature; Individualization versus Stereotyping;

Interdependence versus

Individual Autonomy.

From these. dimensjons, the

researchers constructed a Socìal Values Test consisting

of

.l00

of the ten value
dimens'ions. Subjects were asked to ìnd'icate their level of agreement
wíth each of the statements on a four-po'int ratjng scale and each item
in the test was scored from one tc four, with the higher score representing
attitude statements, ten statements relating to

the value posìtion consistent with that

work.

espoused by

professional social

of the ten scores for
four to sixteen.

Dimensíon scores were the sums

dinrension and they ranged from

each

each value

In the first study, the sampìe consisted of 293 social workers
comprisìng three distinct groups: fully-trained soc'ial workers,
graduate students 'in social work training and social service workers
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who had

tittle or no professiona'l training. In the second study

724 school teachers were
Values Test,

all

demographic and

tested. In addition to

comp'leting the Social

respondents completed a questionnaire

social data on the'ir age, sex, ethnic

el'icitíng
background,

religion, father's occupation, career commitment, experience as a
social worker, social work specialìzation, type of

employment and kind

of organizational setting within which they worked.
In the first study, Mcleod and Meyer found that there

were only

small differences between the fu'l1y-trained professionals and the
students

in training;

however, there were major djfferences between

the untrained workers and the other two groups. Generally, scores

for

were

of the ten
value djrnensions, the scores lvere significantìy related to the
respondents'level of professional train'ing. A secondary ana'lys'is of
the data revealed that the relationships were 'independent of the
background factors used as statistjcal controls in the study, rvith the
except'ion of reìigion and ethnic background. These tlo factors appeared
to be related to several of the value dimensions included in the project.
The posìtive relatjonship between adherence to seven of the ten values
and professjonal tra'ining, and the close scoring of the profess'ional
and student groups led Mcleod and l,leyer to the conclus'ion that "...both
selection and training operate to produce a professional group
distinguishable in terms of basic value positions but that training
higher

those subjects with more training and'in seven

operates d'ifferently on d'ifferent groups . "12

in the second study, social workers scored

h'igher than the

l8

school teachers

for nine of the ten value dimensions.

0n the basis

of these findings, the researchers concluded that social workers
appeared to hold djstinctive values as a professional group.l3
Following the two studies, Henry lvleyer completed a cluster

analysjs on the responses and the procedure led to revisions

in

the

al Val ues Test. Amb'iguous i terns were el imi nated and a revi sed
version of the test, consisting of thirty-s'ix of the origìnal items
and four nel items, was developed. The clusters found in the anaìysis
also led to a relabelling of the value dimensions. The revised test
Soci

contained the following ten dimensions: Public Aid versus Private

Effort, Personal Freedom versus societal controls, Personal Goals
versus l4aintenance of the Group, Soc'iai Causation versus Individual
Autonomy, Plura'lism versus Homogeneity, Secularism versus

Reìigiosity,

Self-Determinism versus Fatal'isrn, Positive Satisfaction versus

Struggle-Denial, Social Protection versus Social Retribution,
Innovation-Chanqe versus Traditional ír*.14

This revised Social Values Test was one of the instruments

for the present project. The other instrunlent
utilized has been described in the next section of the chapter.

which was used

The llei krug Study

Samuel Ne'ikrug chose

study of education

and

a slightly different approach to the

professional values

for

his

.l974

research project. t5

l9

Rather than examining the students' adherence to a particular set of

social work values, as many previous researchers had done, äeikrug
elected to examine the students' value-based decision-making behaviour

in common professional practìce situations; in other words, the
students' operationalization of professional values. The approach
entailed an examination of the differences in professionaì value
orientations between beginning and advanced Israeli social work
students and between the student groups and the faculty teaching thern.

l'leikrug based his study on the Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck concept

of

value

orientation.l6

!{ere a limited number of

society had to

Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck theorized
common human

face. Further,

that there

problems which every group in

they majntained that these probler,rs

with five bas'ic d'imensions: the nature of man, the
relationship of man to his environment, the relationship to time,

would deal

relationship to activity, and the relationship of

man

the

to his fellovr man.

I'lhi I e

the theori sts conceded that there wouJd be numerous al ternati
solutjons to the common problems, they argued that each group.in

ve

society would have a limìted number and range of various non-random
solutions to the problems. These acceptable solutions would comprise
the value orientation for the group.lT

l"leikrug claimed

that there

was more than one value

orientation

in social work and he supported his clajm with references to
professionaì

of

literature.

He argued

previous research projects

(j.e.,

that the uni-dimensional

the
approaches

those basecl on a s.ingle set of
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acceptable values), had not captured the "highly variegated and dynamic"
nature

of the profession. I'lhile

acceptabìe

he acknowledged

limits to the values

to the profess'ion, he maintained that there

Were

a

of different, equally-acceptable value orientations in social

number

work.

And, following the Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck theory regardíng the value

patterns of groups, Neikrug hypothesized that identjfiable groups of
soc'ial workers would share

common

value orientations.

Using the Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck model as a conceptual
framework and the professional

Iiterature as a reference,

I'leikrug

developed three value orientations which he claimed represented three

different, professionally-acceptable value patterns.

The three l'rere

c, the Bureaucrati c, and the Envj ronmental Act'ive (Crossroads ) val ue ori entati ons . Accordi ng to Ne'ikrug, each of
I abel I

ed the Analyt'i c-Therapeuti

the orientations represented a distjnctly different solutìon to the
fi

ve probl em dimensì ons i clent'i f ì ed by

Neikrug clajmed
was associated

Kl uckhohn

and Strodtbeck

.

that the Analytjc-Therapeutic value orjentation

with Freudian thought. A soc'ial worker lvith this

orientation would regard the nature of

man

being seen as generating from within the

as ''ill" with most

ìndjvjdual.

value

probìerns

Interventìon

would usual'ly be rendered'in one-to-one settings and the cl'ient-urorker

relationshjp lvould follow the "medical model" with the therapist
taking respons'ibil

ity for treatment,

planning and administratjon.

of treatment would be the developn;ient of insíght and the.
resolut'ion of intra-psych'ic conflict. I'lan r,rould be viewed as subordinate

The goal
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to nature

and progress and improvement

in therapy would involve the

client

adapt'ing

past.

äeikrug listed various forms of psychoanalytic therapies

examples

to h'is/her environment. Treatment

of the Analytic-Therapeutic

would focus on the
as

value orientation.

Neikrug's Bureaucratic value orientation was reiated to the

theories of
would tend

Max

to

lleber.

A worker with a bureaucratic value orientation

be conservative, res'istant

ma'intain the status

quo.

to

change and

inclined to

He/she would focus on harmony and would

believe that a solution to a problem should be good for everyone

involved.

The "Bureaucratic" worker would be fundamental1y concerned

with subordinate

and superordìnate relationships and he/she would

of its relation to a lineal hierarchy.
!,lorkers with this oríentatìon would remain neutral in their stance to
exarnine behaviour

in

terms

the nature of rnan; seeing

man as

neither

good nor bad,

ill

nor r,vell.

In the fi nal profì 1 e, the Envi ronmental -Acti ve (Crossroads
orìentation, the social worker would look for targets other
the vi ctim for di rect i nterventi

on.

ftlan woul

d be regarded

)

than

as

basically healthy and capabìe of achievìng mastery over his environment.
Most human problems would be viewed as originatìng

in the environment

rather than in intra-psychic forces and personality organizationThe goal

of intervention

its institutions

would be the modjfication

of the environment,

and organ'ization. The worker's approach would

be

actìve and future-oriented. Examples of this orientatìon would include
such professional'intervention strategies focuss'ing on systems
commun'i

ti

es

.

and
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These three value orientations and KTuckhohn and Strodtbeck's

five

problem dimensions provided the base

for the development of

Neikrug's value orientations questionnaire. The questionnaire

of sixteen short v'ignettes outlining common problems in
soc'ial work practice. Each of the vjgnettes was desìgned to address
one of the five common problems identified by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck;
consisted

the nature of man, the relationship of

man

to his environment,

the

relationship to t'ime, the relationship to activity and the relationsh'ip

of man'to his fellow man. Folìow'ing each vignette

was

a set of

alternate solutions to the present'ing problem and each of the solutions
represented one

of Neikrug's three value orientations: the Analytic-

Therapeutic, the Bureaucratic, and the Environmental-Active (Crossroads)

orientations. By ranking the various solutions in terms of their
desirability as the answer to the problem, the subjects indjcated their
degree of acceptance for each of the three professional val ue
orì entat'ions

.

The subjects

of lleikrug's study consisted of

samples of

(¡ = 1.l4) and advanced (n = ll6) students from three
different schools of socjal work in Israel as well as a group of
beg'innìng

of field instructors from one of the schools.
In all, eíght subject groups participated 'in the study. Us'ing the

faculty

and a group

questionnaire he had developed, lleikrug examined the decision-making

of the eight groups to
between

in

value orientations

the groups and to determine how these differences related to

such factors as levels
As

determine dìfferences

well,

of education and different school curricula.

Neikrug examined a number

of other variables which he

?3

believed to be related to values and value change to deterrnjne their

of the groups. These additional
factors 'included the subiects' sex, place of birth, socjal status,

impact on the value orientations

rel i g j ous and

An

po1

i

initial

ti ca'l aff i I'i at'ions .
analysis of the data collected from the respondents

yielded no 'identifiable dominant value orientation for any of the
sample

groups. Given these results, Neikrug

analysis on the data

utilizing

contjngency

conducted

tables.

analysis revealed overall differences between
advanced students

all

a further

The subsequent

beginning and all

for only four of the sixteen vignettes; but v¡ithin

the indivjdual school sub-sarnples, there were djfferences
the

fjrst

and

between

third year students.in ten of the sixteen vignettes.

Then, a modified response scale using only the ten vignettes rvhich

had

produced differences among the sub-samples was created and subiects
h,ere scored on the modified scale.

us'i ng

the

modi f i

ed scal e ,

Ne

j krug found

the Env'i ronmental -

Active (Crossroads) orientation was the dominant value orientation

for all of the subjects.

However, wh'ile

favour the Crossroads approach, over

into a medium rating for both the
Therapeutic

scal.r.lB

65%

the students tended to

of all the students fell

Crossroads and the Analy-uic-

The advanced

(thjrd year) students

even

preferred the Anaìytic-Therapeutjc approach over the Crossroads

oriente.tion. Over 77% of the students, both begìnnìng and advanced,
rejected the Bureaucrati. upp.ou.h.l9
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l^lhile the advanced students' scores were more similar to

the scores for their faculty and field advisors than the beg'inning
students, the scoring did not ìndicate consistent

movement tov¡ard the

faculty and field instructors' value orientations, as 'in some cases,
the students scored hìgher than their teachers. The d'ifferences that
were found between beginning and advanced students, and betv¡een the

faculty and field instructors
the

same magnitude and

and the student groups, were

not a'lways in the

same

not all of

direction.

In summarizing the results, Neikrug concluded that the subjects

of the three value orientat'ions high enough to support
a claim that any of them represented the approach to pract'ice of social
work students in Israel, and he suggested that further studjes night
focus on the formulation of alternate profess'ional value orientations.
had ranked none

Llhile I'leikrug's findìngs suggested that social work educatìon did

affect students' values, the results indicated that the impact of
education upon values was very'inconsjstent and he concluded that the

inconsistency raised "serious questions regardìng the process of social
work educati

on . "20

Other Related Research

in the last

two decades a number

of other

researchers have

also studied the ìmpact of social work educatjon upon student
One

of

val ues.

these researchers, Barbara K. Varley, conducted three studies

the subject between the years

1963 and 1968.21

on
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Varley's

initial

study

in

1963 was designed

to measure

differences betleen subjects on four values: equaì rights, servíce,
psychodynamic-mindedness, and un'iversal'ism. Var'ley chose these values
because she

felt that thejr acceptance and ìnternaljzation

were

for successful socialization in social work.
Usìng the four values, she constructed a set of att'itudinal scales to
compare the differences in values between two groups of social work
considered essent'ial

students; one group beginning the'ir profess'ional education, and another
group

of

students graduating from socjal work.

Varley's findings yielded no significant differences
beg'inn'ing and graduat'ing students on the

between

four separate value scales;

however, graduatìng students had a s'ignificantly higher score on the

total professional value index (i.e., aì'l four sca'les). Further ana'lysis
of the sub-groups revealed that younger students showed a greater
difference in values than older students, and students who were
people-oriented

(i.e.,

those who consjdered working wìth peop'le to

of primary importance for job satjsfactìon)

showed

change than students who were less orìented

to the importance of

be

greater value

working wìth peop'ìe. l,lhjle these two factors, age and degree of

people-orientation, proved to be the most

crjtical

variables associated

with differences in values, they dìd not significant'ly alter

the

original relationship that was found between beginning and graduating
students and the professional value jndex. Therefore, Varley concluded
that there

was a difference

and graduating

of professional

in social work values

between beginnjng

socjal work students that appeared to be the product
educati on.22
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In

1965

Variey, together with Dorothy Hayes, conducted

a

further cross-sectional study on the relat'ionship between values
education.23 The researchers usedthe project to test theories

and

on

anticipatory socialization, and values and the selectjon of
occupat'iona'l

roles. Specífically,

they attempted to find out

if

students sought specìfic occupational roles because they held
compatible values or

íf

graduate education

in social work changed

student values. Varley and Hayes predicted that there would be

little

difference between the values held by trained social workers and the
values held by beginnìng social work students

correct.

if

However,

if the first

theory rrras

graduate education did change student vaiues,

then the researchers predicted some differences

in

values between

begìnn'ing and graduating students.

A group

of

students begìnn'ing

their

graduate program

in

social

work, a graduating class of social workers, a group of experienced

social workers as well as a general coìlege population were tested

to determíne their scores on a Study of Values Scale.
developed by Gordon

(d'iscovery
harmony),

Allport,

of truth),

measured

economic (what

The Scale,

six values: theoretical

is useful), esthetjc

(form and

social (1ove of people), pol'itical (power), relìgious (unity).

The

fi

ndi ngs i ndi cated I i

ttl e di fference i n val ues between

beginning and graduating female socjal work students and greater

differences between beginning and graduatìng male social r¡iork students.

for the male students did not demonstrate
consistent change in values. Simjlar patterns were found for both male
However, the differences noted
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and female respondents when experienced workers were compared with
graduate

students. l^lhile the students

and experjenced workers had

similar scores on all six value scales, there

was consjderable

variation urith regard to the expressed values, particularly after
graduati ng from profess'ional trai

n'i ng

.

Hayes and Varl ey suggested

that the findings could indicate that "the socialization process is
not completed durjng the formal educat'ion

In the late 1960's, Varìey

proces

r."24

third study on
student values, using the scale that she had developed in her earlier
..r.ur.h.25 In the study, the graduate students at two schools of
social work were

measured on

completed a

four value dimensions on their

day on campus and agaìn durjng the week

students'scores were compared to

produced any change

of their graduation.

mean scores on

by soc'iai work experts to determine

if

in the students'

first
The

the values established

graduate social work education

value commitments.

Varley found that the beg'inning students were slight'ly
committed

to

two

of the four

values than the experts,

comntitted than the experts on

slightìy

more

less

the third value, and markediy less

comnitted on the fourth value than the experts. 0n graduation, the
students were equally as committed to one value as the experts

and

were less committed than the experts on the remaining three values.

Thus, the findings indicated significant negative change at graduation

time on three
'i

of the four values. An examination of a number of

ndependent varj abl es :

age

,

sex, pol i ti cal

identification, social work experience,

phi 1 osophy, regi onaì

and rankjng

or

peopìe

28

orientation, revealed that no single variable
between students makìng

two

of

was

able to differentiate

posit'ive versus negat'ive value change.

However,

these characteristics, d9ê and príor social work experience, did

produce suggestive trends which
and the findings

led to a further analysis of the data

that older students (age 28 or older)

the least negative

change

negat'ive change. As

while younger students

well, it

work experience, regardless

was found

were making

showed

the most

that students with prior socjal

of their age, were in the middle ranks for

value change. Therefore, while the findings suggested that graduate

in students' values, the changes were not
always of the same magnitude or in the same direct'ion. As these

education produced change

findings did not support the notion that social work education
successfu'lìy socializes the students

to the values of the profession,

Varley suggested that her results nright 'indicate thatprofessional

socialization continues after school ing.26
Varley's earl iest study was repì'icated in 1965 by Malcolm J.
Bro*n.Z7 Using two groups of social work students in Zambia as
subjects, Brown tested adherence to the four values: equaì rights,

service,
were

psychodynamic-mindedness, and

unjversalism. Broln's results

similar to Varley's in that he found no statjsticalìy sìgnìficant

differences between beginning and advanced students on any of the
separate values

tested. However, unlike their

the Zambian groups

index' leading

showed no

American counterparts,

significant difference on the total

to conclude that "...social work education
relatively little effect on a student's social work values.,'28
Brown

has

29

Ronald

A"

Feldman achieved

different results for his

1969

uulu.r.29 Us'ing the
examined the values of a

study on social work education and professional
McLeod-Meyer

Social Values Test,

Feldman

of first year social work students, a group of fourth year
socjal work students and a group of profess'ional practitioners in
Turkey. Unlike Brown, Feìdman found that a larger proport'ion of the
group

fourth year than
0n the basis

first

year students accepted the professional values.

of the results,

he concluded

that social work

education

to impact upon student values in the direction desired by
professional educators. However, Feldman also found that the
did

seem

profess'iona1 practitioners accepted

far

fewer

of the values than the

students, leading h'im to the conclusion that practice experjence
serves

to

dampen

the profess'ional values acquired during schooling.30

Another researcher, George R. Sharwel'1, produced further
support

for the theory

upon student

valr.r.3l

regard'ing the impact

of professional

education

y 1970's, Sharlell studied a
on their first day of graduate school

Durìng the earl

class of social work students

just prior to their graduation two years later to determine
if thejr values with respect to the jssue, publ'ic dependency, changed

and again

during graduate school. Using a Lìkert-type scale, Sharwell elicjted

the subjects'level of agreement to a series of statements about

public

dependency iSsues such as povert.v, racism, and mental health.

He found

value

that the students were sign'ificantly

of pubìic

when they began

dependency

more supportive

of

at the time of graduatjon than they

their profess.ional education.

the

had been

Secondary analysis of

such other variables aS SeX, ôge and prev'ious soc'ial work experience

30

did not alter the original fjndings, 'leading Sharwell to

conclude

that graduate education can alter student values 'in the d'irection
desired by professional schools.32

Two

additional studies on the socializing impact of social

work educati on produced contrary concl

us i ons

.

Robert l^leagant'

s

long'itudìnal study (1976) on the attitudes of social work students

led to the findings that the students
change

showed

a pervasive negative

in attitude toward the profession as they

their social work education. Further, Weagant

progressed through

found

that this

negative change uras upheìd when certain personal characteristics of

the subjects

(i.e.,

âgê, sex, race, parental 'income) were controlle¿.33

Another longìtudinal study by Janice Shriver

significant

in

l97B yielded

no

jn student values during professional schooling.
of three dimensions - ascrjption of sociai

change

An examination

responsib'ility, professional role orientation, and subiective fee'lings

of identity with the profess'ion - produced no sign'ificant change over
time, and otherindependent variables cons'idered in the project (í.e.,
âgê, sex, marital status, socjal status, prev'ious social work

suggested

for very ljttle of the variance' Shriver
her findings might mean that "...students in graduate schoois

of social

work have had a number of experìences which have served to

experience), accounted

socialize them into the professìon prior to their entry into graduate
school . "34

of the research undertaken in the area of
and student values has illustrated some of the

Th'is review
work education

soc'ial

3t

difficulties involved in conceptualizing and measuring values.
well, it

has revealed the variety

difficulties.

of

approaches taken

As

to address

the

of the review, it was hypothesìzed that
the different methodologÍes employed in the various projects
accounted for all or most of the differences jn findìngs and conclusíons
for the studies. The problem of the differences in methodology and
findings was addràssed in the present study.
Summary

0n the basis

of the Research

All

but one of the projects reviewed examined the issue of

education and values from a conceptual perspective, wjth most
researchers choosing
work val

ues.

to study student adherence to particular social

The one exception was Samuel Neikrug's study

focussed on the students' operationalization

r,¡h

jch

of the values of

the

profession.35 Neikrug examined the students' value-based decision-making

in

common

professional practice

situations. Despite the alternate

approach, Neikrug's project shared much

of the same theory as the other

studies.

Another

common

element among the studìes was the selection of

control variables. Certain characteristics which were believed to be
related to the socialization process were considered in all or most of
the studies. These included such variabres as age, reìigious

affjl iat'ion, ethnic background, sex and social work experience. l,lh jle
none of the factors accounted for the original relationshíps dìscovered
between education and

the values studied, ín several of the studies
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certain of the factors were found to be significantly related to

of the values.
factors

wh

These

some

findjngs, as we1'l as a consideration of the

jch could be 'logica'lly rel ated to the professional

socialization process in social work, led to the inclusion of a number

of the subjects' personal characteristics as control variables in

the

present study

The maior

differences noted in the studies

encompassed the

researchers' conceptual'ization of the concePt, professional values,

their operat'ionalization of that

concept

or the instrument utilized

to examine vaiues, and finally, the find'ings and conclusions of the
varjous projects. The present project was based upon the assumption
that differences in findings

and conclusions could be d'irectìy

related to the d'ifferences in conceptualization and operationalization

of the phenomena,professional values. By examjning different aspects
of the phenomena usìng two prev'iously-developed instruments, the
present project was designed to produce additional data which would
increase understanding about the ìmpact
on student val ues.

of professional

educat.ion

I

Thei
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CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

In this ihapter, the methodology of the study is ouilined.
The chapter begins with a definition of the inclependent variable,
professional education, and definitjons

of the two dependent variables,

to a set of professional values and professional value
orientat'ions. Descriptions of the two instruments used to examine the
adherence

variables follow the definitions of the dependent variables. Other
variables that were considered in the project also are outlined in

the first section of the chapter. The hypotheses of the study,

in the second section, outline the expectat'ions of the
researcher in relation to the variables examined. Descriptions of
found

the sample populat'ion, methods of data collection and clata analysis,
and a summary

of the methodology

complete the chapter.

Variables and Research Instrument

Independent Variable

In this study, level of social work education was the

major

independent variable.

Social work educatìon was defined

profess'i ona'l educat'i

leadjng to an undergraduate or gracluate degree

on

35

as

36

in social work at the University of l4anitoba Schoo'l of Social l^lork.
Included in the variable were four levels of professional education:

first

year undergraduate student, second year undergraduate student,

final year undergraduate student, and graduate student. A fjfth
category, professional, comprising the teaching faculty at the School
of Social Work, was also included in the study. The faculty group was
used as

a standard against wh'ich the values and value orientatjons of

the student groups were assessed. Inclusion of the faculty
a control group was based upon theories of socjalization

i nstructors.

r^¡hich held

for the students and, as
would tend to pattern their behaviour after their

that the faculty would act as role
such, students

members as

models

I

Dependent Variables and Research Instruments

The research

varjables: (l )

project

adherence

encompassed two primary dependent

to a set of ideal social work values; and,

(2) professiona'l value orjentations. I.Jithin the two prirnary variables
there were twelve secondary variablesi ten relating to the
dependent variable and two

Adherence

relating to the second dependent variabJe.

to a Set of Ideal Social

The

fjrst

first

dependent

Work Values

variable, adherence to a set of

core

social work values, represented the subjects' stated acquisition

of the values of the professìon, and referred to the subjects'
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level of

agreement

to a series of ten value

dimensions contained

in the l4eyer's Social Values Test (Meyer l96l). The Social Values
Test consisted of forty items cont,ained ìn a "social Attitude
Questionnaire". The items were intended to assess the positions of
'i

ndi vi dual

s on ten rel ati vel y i ndependent

wh'ich Were assumed

soci

al val ue di mens'i ons

to represent the core values of the socjal

work

profession. To reflect both the ideal social work value position
and the opposing vaìue
and each

position the ten dimensions were dichotomjzed

of the djmensions

quest'ionnai re

"

was represented by

four items in the

These ten val ue d'irnensions have been I i sted bel ovr-

(trtote: The first-named pole jn each dimension was deemed to be the
val ue posit'ion espoused by

a.

Publ

ic

A'id

-

the soc'ial work profess'ion

The government shoul

d

-)

assume responsíbi'li

ty for

hel pi ng peopl e.

versus

Pri vate

Effort - Private effort is desjrable

servì ces damage the soci
b.

Personal Freedom

-

because government

ety and j ndìv'idual s .

The indiv'idual has a

right to act

according to hjs/her own d'ictates.
versus

Societal Controls

-

Controls should

be

exerci sed over

individuals to protect society and for the indi vi dual 's

own

best 'interests.

c.

Personal Goals - The

jndividual (his/her happiness' his/her

interests)

put first.

VCTSUS

shouìd be
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Maintenance of.Group

-

The group

(famiìy, society) is

more

important than the i ndi vi dual 's personal goal s.

d.

Social Causation

- A person's situation depends less on

himself/herself than on circumstances.
versus

Individual Autonomy - A person more or less determines his/her
own

e.

situation

Pluralism

-

autonomously.

Heterogeneìty

in association is

desirable.

versus
Homogeneity
I

f.

- It is better for persons to associate r.rith those

i ke themsel ves.

Secularìsm

-

Conventional re'l i gi on and rel i gi ous bel i efs shoul

d

not be control 1 ing.
versus
Rel

igiosi

ty -

Conventi

be followed by al'l
g.

onal rel igìon and religious beljefs should

.

Self-Determinism - The person, not

fate,

determines his/her

own destiny.
VETSUS

- A person's destiny 'is determined by fate.
Pos i ti ve Satisfaction - A person is better if his/her needs and
desires are readily satjsfied in his/her life.
Fatal i sm

h.

VETSUS

Struçrqle-Denial
cha

- In the Puritan tradítion, sufferjng builds

racter.

Social Protection - Society should take care of those vrho need
he'l

p regardl ess of the'ir

VE TS US

own

efforts .
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Social RetributÍon
consequences

j.

-

People should have

of their

Innovation-Change

-

own

to suffer

the

lack of effort.

Innovation and change are desirable

and

should be sought.
VETSUS

Tradit'ional'ism

-

Comm'itment

to the ways of the past which

should be supported.

In this instance, the instrument

was administered

to test

the relationship between the subjects' level of professional
soc'ial work education and their adherence to a set of core values

of the profess'ion (i.e., the ten value dimens'ions). Respondents
urere asked to rate each of the forty items in the test on a
four-poìnt scale: "strong'ly agree", "agree", "disagree", "strongly
d'isagree." Items were scored from one to four with the higher
score representjng the value position consistent with that
espoused by professional

social work. Scores for each of

ten value dimensions were calculated by

summing

the

the scores for the

four individual items comprìsing each dimension. This resulted
'in each subject receiv'ing a score ranging from four to sixteen

for

each

of the ten value dimensions. High scores represented

greater adherence to the particular value dimensìon (i.e., closer

to the social work'ideal). If a respondent fajled to give a
response

to an item, a value dimension score

was assigned on the

for the three renraining items in the dimension.
However, if more than one item score for a d'in¡ension was missing,
basis of the scores

then the enti re d'irnension was scored as "no response".
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Professional Value Orientations

The second dependent

variable, professiona'l value

orientations, represented the students' operationalization of the

of social work and referred to the subjects' vajue-based
solutions to a series of vignettes outljning common social work
values

practice situations (Neíkrug 1974). A professional value orientation
was defíned as

the value pattern exhibited by the subjects when they

selected particular solutions to a series of practice vignettes.

The instrument used
developed by Samuel Ne'ikrug
and

social work education.

vignettes outlining

common

for this part of the research was
for his study into professional values
The questionnaire contained sixteen

social v¡ork practice problems.

Each

vignette was followed by two or three possible responses which the
subjects were asked to rank

in

terms

of their desirability as the

solution to the problem presented jn each vignette.
responses was intended

to represent

one

Each

of

the

of three professìonal

value orientations. These were the Analytic-Therapeutic, the

Bureaucratic, and the Environmental -Active (Crossroads) value

orientations.

Ne'ikrug had based these orientations on a review

of the professionaì literature,

and developed them

for

use within

the conceptual frameurork outljned by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck.4
He premised

of

their

use on the assumption

that there

were

a

number

acceptabl e soc'ial work val ue orientat'ions.

In the present project, slight modìfications to

the

4l

questionnaire were undertaken to elimÍnate dated and culturally-

specìfic items and to allow for a more sophisticated anaìysis of
the data. The revisions

in the items were subjected to an

independent review by three professiona'l social workers and were
determined

to

have face

of the responses for

validity.5 Rather than a simple rank'ing

each v'ignette, subjects were asked to

indicate their preference for each solution on a five-point
rat'ing scale ranging from not preferred
preference

(5).

The scores

for

value orientation tvere totalled

(l) to hìghest

each item

relating to a particular

in order to provide the subjects

with a score for each of the three value orientat'ions,

thus

establishing the subjects' value patterns.
Unfortunately, the jnstructions regarding the rating of
responses

confusion

of

for the vignettes were rather ambìguous, leading to
among some of the respondents aboutthe pròper method

answering the

questions. l^lhile most respondents rated

response j ndi vi dual

ìy on the fi ve-poi nt

scal

e,

each

some subjects

for each of the vignettes.
Fortunate'ly, the analyses for the section were conducted for
groups of subjects rather than indjvjdual subjects, so the two
methods of response, whìle introducìng some bias into the resuìts,
rank-ordered the responses

did not jeapordize the results.
As an

initial

analysis of the data produced no clear

jndication of any relationshìp between the independent variable,

level of social work education, and the three value orientations
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deveJoped by i'leikrug,

a factor ana'lysis was done on the inter-

correlation of the forty-seven items jn the Neikrug quest'ionnaire"
This analysis was completed to determine whether or not Neikrug's

three value orientations and Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's five
problem dirnensions, the factors
designed

to

that the items were originally

measure, would emerge and whether

each group wouìd show up as clusters

The analysis

or not the items in

of interrelated

'items.

of all the items requesting three and five

factors d'id not produce the pattern rnatrix suggested by Neikrug.6
Instead, the data revealed two primary factor loadings on twenty-six

of the forty-seven items in the questìonnaíre, wjth the remaining
items failing to measure the value orientations they were jntended
to measure. Addjtional factor analysis on the twenty-six

items

requesting two factors, using both an orthogonal varimax rotation
and an oblique
dominant

rotation,

produced item clusters

factors, fifteen items for one factor

of

two s'ingle

and eleven items

for the second factor.T A subsequent review of the content of
the twenty-six items for face validity confirmed the conclusion
of the factor ana'lysis that two rather than three maior value
ori entati ons were evi dent 'i n the i tems

The two

.

factors that were identjfied represented

two

to the pract'ice of socjal work. The fifteen
items encompassìng the first factor all described a very
traditional, individually-oriented approach to social work. The

distinct

approaches
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items suggested a medical-moder sty'le
aimed

of helpÍng reìationship
at helping the individual client to adjust to his/her

environment. The eleven items constitutjng the second factor
described an institutional approach

to social work wherejn most

social problems would be viewed as problems of the environment
rather than problems of the individual. A social worker with this
value orientatíon could aim intervention

at targets other than the
individual or "victim" and change of social institutions would be
the primary focus"

in addition to the empirical support for the tr.¡o orientations
ga'ined through the

factor anaìysis, theoretical support for

the

of the two value orientatíons, rather than lleikrug,s
three professional value orientations, was found in the literature
of the profess'ion. A number of social work hìstorjans had written
about the two predominant themes of the profess.ion; socia'l reform
and the adjustment of indivjduals to existing situationr.S social
presence

reform represented the commítment

of the profession to env'ironmental
change and it was most often typified by mass programs aimed at
large groups of people. The other focus of the profession !,/as
identified as the one-by-one approach jn which efforts vrould be
directed toward improv'ing the functioning of an ind.ivjdual within
his/her existing situat.ion.9 The duar focus identifíed in the

literature
present

was para'lleled by

study.

the two factors identjfied in

The factors were

value 0rientation; and,

(z)

labelled the

(l)

the

Tradit.ional

Environmental value Orientation.
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A

list of the twenty-six items in the two value orientations
The items represented only some of the

has been included

below.

solutions to

of the prob'lems included in

some

Neikrug's

questionnaíre as the remaining twenty-one items which d'id not
measure one

of the two orientations, the Traditional or the

Envi ronmental

,

have been

omj

Li sti ng of Items luleasuri ng
Val ue Orientations:

I tems

Vi

tted

from the I ì st.

the Tradi ti onal and

Envi ronmental

gnette:

Three social workers were discussing

their respecti

agenc'ies. Rank the agencies as though

you were

ve

looking for

empl oyment.

Sol

a)

ution #l :

omi

tted.

Soluti on #2:
Another commented, "MV agency is
i

nterested ì n hel p'ing 'indi v'idual s

groups gain mastery over
hle can

b)

Sol

ìn their

env'ironment ìn

#3:

A

third worker states, "In

agency we work

Since

Envi ronmental

and

with their interests."

ution

groups

their lives.

help them create s'ituations

make changes

accord

and

to help

with 'individuals
them ga'in

my

and

insìght.

in compìex societies people are

often unable to control the events that

Tradj

ti

onal
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Items

occur

it is

important that they develop

the inner resources to withstand stress
and

Vi

conflict""

gnette:

A professor

of social

future the professional

difficult

that in the very near

work has argued

will

be forced

decisions in the area

to

make some very

of service delivery,

Please

rank the following options.
Sol

c)

ution #l :

omi

tted.

Soluti on #2:
Another opt'ion

is to de-emphasize

remedial services geared

to

long-term

ongoing probìems and develop a network

of here and now oriented crisis

Tradi tional

centres

offering short-term service to a great
number

d)

of clients.

Solution #3:
A third option
primary prevention

is to emphasize

of social

problems.

Thus we would concentrate resources

the sectors of soc'iety which, if
would mean fewer problems

Vi gne

Envi ronmental

changed,

jn the future.

tte:

Because

life

in

of the particularly difficult nature of agricultural

etc.), it is
maintenance in

(crop fajlures, livestock plagues,

possible that the problern of economic

rural
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I tems

agrarian areas represent a special case. Here are three
possible po'licies related to this problen. Rank

alternative in terms of

its

value as a basis

for

each

social

pol icy

e)

ution #l :

Sol

In times of misfortune, the

farmer

should receive individual aid and loans.
He should be viewed

in terms of his credit

Tradi

ti

onal

rating and not be compared to others.

f)

uti on #2".

Sol

The farmers

in a g'iven community

should work together

of mutual suþport
ution

Sol

Vi

#3:

omi

to develop

systems

Envi ronmental

and assistance.

tted.

gnette:

Soci

al workers 'in the area of

del i nquency nrai nta'i

n vari ous

attitudes regard'ing totaì institutíons for del'inquents.
The foliowing

in

g)

terms

attitudes are among them. Please rank

ther¡

of thejr validity.

sol ution #l

:

For most

de'l ì nquents

behaviour is confined

, anti -soci al

to the adolescent

years and provided they have the
opportun'ities they rvìì I outgrorv thís
behaviour as they reach young adulthood.
The

correctjonal institute tends to prolong

Envi ronmental
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I tems

deiinquent behaviour by putting 'lesser
delinquents

in contact with more hardened

types with whom they 'identify and from

they I earn
h)

whom

del 'inquent behav j our.

Solution #2:
Most deì'inquents

suffer

from

character disorders whose symptoms are
inadequate super-ego

controls, impulsive-

ness, inabilìty to form and maintain

to ljst but a
few. Such an individual ìs usually

meaningful relationsh'ips

unmotivated
benefi

to receive help and unable to

t from psycho-therapy.

Tradi

ti

onal

The

institution is often the best available
context for modifyìng anti-social behaviour
by provi d'ing control

s

,

mani pul

at'ing rewards

and punishment, and observing both
'indì vi dual and group behav j our.

Vi

gnette:

School socjal workers recently

roles of practice in this
you be'l'ieve ought

i)

Sol

identified three professi

field.

Rank them in terms

to be the role.

ution #l :

.
child

One

role is

seen as helping the

meet the demands of school,

fitting

of

onal
what
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I tems

into his class and adjust.ing to
pressures of the system"

i)

Solution

#Z: omitted.

solution

#3:

A

the

Tradi

ti

onal

third role is that of

intervention Ínto the social organization

of the school to create a system that is
more responsive to human needs.
Vi

Envi ronmental

gnette:

In an attempt to develop a unified ph'iìosophy of social
intervention on Indian reserves, three different

approaches

b/ere considered. As a

social worker on one of the reserves,
rank each as a basís for professional practice.

Sol

k)

ution #l :

omi

tted.

sol uti on #z:

Another approach emphasized the

of the residents themselves
of their cultural, educational and

growth potentìa1

in

terms

social levels.

It

was argued

that

as

Tradi

ti

onal

resídents grow socÍaìiy and personally they
are better able to manage the problems of
I

l)

i vi ng on

Sol

the reserves.

ution #3:
The

third

approach enphasizes the

abìlity of the resídents on the reserves to
affect changes in their environment by
direct action programs. llere the emphasis

Envi ronmental
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I tems

i s on do'i ng and accompl i shi ng .

Vi

gnette:

After a study of the practice
was concluded

needs

of social workers it

that three professional tools should be

developed. Please rank the tools in terms of their
importance

m)

for professional practice.

Solution #l:
An ego-function

be easi

ly

admi ni

profile

stered and

wj I

i

which can
gi ve

rel 'iabl e and val i d i nformation about

individual's

ego capacity

in

each

of

an

Tradi

ti

Tradi

ti onal

onal

the

relevant dimensions.

n)

Soluti on #2:

A soci al

h'i

story form

whi

ch

wi I

I

all major
probìems of the fìrst five

provide information and prepoint
developmentaì

years

of life.

#3:

Solution

Vi

gnette

omitted.

:

It is possìble to send one social worker from each city
agency

to 0ttawa for a week-long conference. His/her

expenses

w'iil

associated

be paid and there

will

with this opportunity.

be chosen? Rank the alternatives.

be considerable status

How

should the delegates
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i tems
Sol

o)

ution #l :

orni

tted.

Sol uti on #2:

Another way

p)

is for the

committee

of senior workers to

and reach

a

Sol

dec'i s i on

di

rector

del ì

and

berate

Tradi

ti

onal

.

ution #3:

is that there be
sufficient group process in the agency
that all or almost all of the workers
Another way

Envi ronmental

reach a mutual decision.

Vi

gnette

:

Three social workers were discussing the problem

health"

of mental

Please rank each as a potential co-worker

of yours

in a psychiatric unit.
q)

Sol

ution #l :
"i'lental illness ìs a response

on

the part of the individual to hostile

conditions'in the environment. Intervention

Environmental

must be directed toward the etiologìca'l

factors in the environment."
r)

Sol

uti on #?:

"I

believe that

He can achieve health
upon what he makes

ut'ion #3:

omi

is

born neutral.

or illness

based

of the assets at

di sposa'l . "
Sol

man

tted.

Tradi tional
hi s
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I tems

s)

gnette:

Vi

The fol'lowing are the

attitudes of three day care teachers "

Rate each as a potenti

al teacher for your

children"

Solution #l:
"The past

is past and the future

is unknown. We only knowthe present and
we müst heìp children live in and with
the pnesent.

r)

own

Tradi

ti

onal

"

Sol ut'i on #2:

"The heal thy man I i ves wi th

for the future and the

expectation

belief that things

Envi ronmental

can be changed

and

improved. "
Sol

Vi

uti on

#3

:

orni

tted.

gnette:

In a recent conference on occupational mental health,
thr"ee pos'i

u)

Sol

ti ons were put forth .

Rank

the pos i ti ons .

ution #l :
One

posit'ion argued that

division of authority

is clear,

r^rhere

where

responsi bi I j t'¡ es are v¡el I -def i ned, there

is

a greater role

clarity, less

emotional

stress and therefore fewer indiv'idual
probì
v)

Sol

ems .

uti on #2:
Another position

'is that

mutual

Traditional
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I tems

colleagueal support minimizes emotional

stress resultant from the role ambiguity
and

role stress inevitable in a job,

reduces i nd'i vi dual prob'lems

Solution

Vi

#3:

Envi ronmental
and

"

omitted.

gnette.:

There are three basic

attitudes regard'ing the relationship

individual psychology and social behaviour.

between

Rank

these attitudes

r.,)

Solution #l:
Vi

least

rtual

some

ly al I

indj vidual s have at

neurotic personality adjustments

which are reflected from time

to time in

unacceptable behaviour regardless

of

Tradi

ti

onal

how

mild.
Solutì on

Solution

Vj

#2:
#3:

omitted.
omitted.

gnette:

Three socjal workers were asked, "l,Jhat percentage

clients

have problems which are

their ind'ivídual

of your

primarily re'lated to

psycho-dynamics? hlhat percentage have

that are primarily related to the social
environment jn which they ìive? Their rcsponses \{eFê âs
problems

fol I ows:
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I tems

Soci al
Envi ronment

lli xed

16%

16%

Trad'i

tí onal

JJ/O

33%

33%

Tradi

ti onal

16%

67%

16%

Envì ronmental

PsychoDynami cs

x)

Sol

ution #l:

r¡Jorker

v)

Sol

Sol

67%

uti on #2:

l^Jorker

z)

A

ution

llorker

)10/

B

#3:

C

in terms of whose
of the clientele i n publ ic wel fare
Rank the workers

Two

scales, made up

.

agenc'r es .

is most typ'ical
l0

of the items comprising the

Traditional and Environmental
subsequent analyses

caseload

Value

of the data.

0rientations,

Scores

were used

for all of the

for

items

of the two value orientations were totalled and
the sum of the scores for the Tradìtional Value Orientat'ion was
divided by fifteen, the number of items in the Traditional Value
0rìentation; and the sum of the scores for the Env'ironmental Value
0rientation was divided by e'leven, the number of items in that
orientation. The procedure yielded comparab'le scores (rvìthin
a range of one to five) for each of the two value orientations of
al I of the subjects. These scores were then subjected to an
analysis of variance to examine the relationship between the
independent variable, Ievel of social work educat'ion, and the
relating to

each

two dependent varìables, Trad'itjonal Value 0rientat'ion and
Environmental Value

Orjentat'ion.

The analysis was undertaken to

reveal any signifìcant differences on the two value orientations
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the various subject groupfngs and to determine

among

at

more advanced

in their

if

students

levels were more si¡nilar to the faculty

group

value orientations than students with less exposure to

professional education. After relat'ionships were noted, a final
analysis of covariance was conducted to deterr¡jne the impact of
various other independent variables on the observed relationships.

0ther Variabl es

In adclition to the primary variables, a number of control
variables were also considered

in the research.

control variables

The

of the theory behind the project and upon
the fjndings of previous studies in the area of professional education
and student values. Included in the present project were the subjects'

were selected on the basis

ages, sex, marjtal status, re1ìgious
and

affiliation,

pof

itical

preference,

interest in different areas of social lvork. Several other

characterjstics of the subjects also were considered in the study

(j.e., ethnicity, social work experience,
commitment

to the profession);

general education,

however, these variables had

eliminated from the analysis due to jnsufficient variation

and

to

be

among the

subjects.

The

varjable, age, was included in the study

had always been accepted as a

ization.

principal

component

because age

in general

ormaturity

soc'ial-

in the area had indicated that
the subjects'age lvas related to several of the values under study.ll
As wel1, previous studies
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The

variable, sex' was íncluded

differ for

because general

males and females and

socÍalization experiences often

this difference was expected to

an irnpact upon or extend i nto the professionaì soci al 'i zati on
The

subjects'marital status

was considered as marriage,

have

p-..r,

divorce"

.12

and

other related states had been found to have an impact upon vaìu"r.l3
Religious

Affiliation

was included because

of the known link

betrveen

values and religionl4 and because previous researchers had found

relationship

between

a

re]igious affiliation and social work uulu"r"l5

political parties form around particular values and social issues,
and political preferences tend to be shaped by values, the variab'le,
political preference, was also included in the project. The final
As

control variable which received attention in the study was the subjects,
interest in different areas of social work. Since different areas of
social work represented different approaches to the social issues
challeng'ing the profession,

in a particular

it

was expected

area could relate

that a subject's ìnterest

to their professional'values.

For

this reason, the variable, subjects' interest in different areas of
social work, was considered in the project.
between these

The expected relationships

control variables and the independent and

dependent

variables, and expectations regardìng the orig'inal relationsh-ips
the independent variable and the dependent variables,
detailed in the hypotheses for the study
between

vrere

Hypotheses

In the theory regarding professional socjaljzation, the
acquisition of a professional value system was consjdered to be an
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important part of the professjonal socialization, and thus the
professional education process" Acquisjtion of the value system of

a profession

encompassed

both the nov'ice's stated adherence to the

values espoused by the profession and his/her operationalization of
those values 'in professional

practice.

social work addressed both of the

The

objectives of schools of

components

of a professional value

. 16 and professional educators were expected to produce
system'"
professional social workers whose words and deeds reflected the value
base

of social work.
The transformation

of the non-professional recruit into

a

professional social v¡orker was recognized as encompassing both direct
and

indirect

methods

of teaching.lT In addition to ìmparting

information on acceptable values,

jt

was generally acknowledged that

the educators would act as role models for the students, and through

this process, values would be indirectly transmitted to the aspirìng
professionals.

Gi

expected

ven the theori es

I 'i nk'ing

educati on and val ues , i t

that individuals wìth increased exposure to socjal

education would disp'lay an increased adherence

profession.

As

well, it

was pred'icted

r.¡as

r.rork

to the values of

the

that the students would tend

to adopt professional values and value orientations similar to

the

of the professionals teaching them.
More specìfica11y, ìt was expected that students at more advanced
levels of their professional educatjon would show greater adherence
values and value oríentations
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to a set of core values of the profession than students at
levels, and that students at

more advanced

lower

levels in their

professional education would be more similarin professiona'l value

orientations to the faculty group than students with less exposure

to professional education.

The hypotheses derived from these expect-

ations have been listed below.

Hypothesis I
The

subjects' level of professional education will

positively reìated to the value dimensjon, Public Aid

be

versus

Private Effort; the h'igher the level of social work education the
greater the adherence to Public Aid

Hypothesis

Ii

The

subjects' level of professional education will

pos'itìvely related to the value dimension, Personal

be

Freedom versus

Societal Controls; the higher the level of social work educat'ion
the greater the adherence to Personal
Hypothesis

Freedom.

IiI

The

subjects' level of professjonal education vtill

be

positively re'lated to the value dimension, Personal Goals versus
Maintenance

of the Group; the higher the level of social

work

education the greater the adherence to Personal Goals

Hypothes"is iV
The

subjects' level of professional educatjon rvill

be

5B

pos'itively related to the value dímensíon, Social Causation

versus

Individual Autonomy; the higher the level of social lvork education
the

greater the adherence

Hypothesis

to Social

Causation.

V

The

subjects' level of professional education will

positively related to the value dimension, Pluralism
Homogeneity; the higher

be

versus

the level of social work educat'ion the

greater the adherence to Pluralism"

Hypothesis VI
The

subjects' level of professional education will

positively re'lated to the value

be

dimension, Secularism versus

Re]igìosityl the higher the level of social work education

the

greater the adherence to Secularism.

Hypothesis VII
The

subjects' level of professjonal education will

be

posìtive'ly related to the value dimension, Self-Determinism versus
Fatalism; the higher the level of social work education the

g

rea

ter

the adherence to Self-Determinism.

Hypothesis

VIiI

The

subjects' level of professjonal education will

be

positiveiy related to the value dimension, Positive Satisfactjon

versus

Struggle-Denial; the higher the level of socjal work education the
greater the adherence to Positive Satjsfactjon.
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Hypothesis IX
The

subjects' level of professional education vrill

be

positiveìy reìated to the value dimension, Social Protectíon

versus

Social Retributiont the higher the level of social work education the
greater the adherence to Social Protection.
Hypothesis

X

The

subjects' level of professional education will

be

positive'ly related to the value dimension, Innovation-change

versus

Traditionalism; the higher the level of social work education the
greater the adherence to Innovation-Change.

Hypothesì

s

XI

The students'

level of professional educatÍon

wjll

be

positìvely related to the posìtion of the faculty group with

to the Traditjonal

Value Orientation; the higher the

regard

level of social

work education the more similar the students' scores on the

Traditional Value Orientation

will

be

to the faculty

group.

Hypothesis XII
The students'

level of professional educatjon will

be

pos'itively re]ated to the position of the faculty group rvith regard

to the Envjronmental

Value Orientation; the higher the

work education the more

sir¡ilar the students' scores on the

Environmental Value Orientat'ion

Hypothesis

level of social

will

be

to the facuJty

group.

XIIi

l^lhile the personaì characteristics of the subjects considered
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as control variables

in the project might

be related

to the values

and value orjentations under study, these characteristics

wjll

not

s'ignificantly alter the original relationships discovered between
the subiects' level of professional education and the ten professìonal
values and two value orientations identified as the dependent

variables

in the research.

The thi rteen hypotheses, deri ved from

the theory

professiona'l education and student values and a review

previous research projects undertaken

in the present

on

of the

in the area, were examined

study

Sample and Data Collection

The study was conducted during the months

October, 1980, usìng a samp'le

of ltlani toba School of

Soci

of

September and

of subjects drawn from the University

al ï¡lork 'in l,lì nni peg, Canada.

of þlanitoba is a co-educational,
which offers a wide varíety

government-supported

The Uni versì ty

jnstitutÍon

of instructional programs leading

both general and professional degrees. The School

to

of Social I'Jork

in 1943 and an undergraduate
program commenced in 1968. At the time of the study, the School of

was established as

a graduate school

Social l,lork offered both graduate and undergraduate trainìng in
profess'ional social work. Students entering the
program were required

(undergraduate)

to complete at least one ful'l year of

university (thirty credit hours)
po'int average

BS!^I

and

to achieve a minimum

grade

of 2.5 or C+ in their studìes prior to admission

to

6t

the School. To complete the

BSl^l

sixty-six credit hours in five

program,

a student

program sequences:

field, practices, human behaviour

and

had

to

accumulate

socjal welfare,

social environment, and

research, as we'll as tlenty-seven credjt hours of elect'ive courses.
The program was

set up for students to compìete these requirements in

three "school years", though the School did have provisions for parttime or accelerated studies"

The graduate program

at the school was twelve

months in

length with provisions for part-time students and extended studies.

It

into two generaì streams: (l ) clÍnical; and,
(2) poìicy and administrat.ion. Applìcants to the program were
required to hold a BSW degree w'ith a minimum grade point average
of ?.5 (C+). In addition, entrance requirements included work
was div'ided

in soc'ial work, references from work-related sources,
and a statement of intent from the appìicant outlining the issue he/she
planned to examine in his/her graduate studies program.
experìence

At the time of the testìng, there were 301 students
enrolled

in the undergraduate program, 45 students actively

partic'ipating'in the graduate program, and 34 teaching facu'lty at
the School. The subject pool for the research project consisted of

all the students

enrolled

in the graduate

and undergraduate programs

at the University of l'lanitoba School of Social Work who were present
at classes on the days of the testing and who were willing to
part'icìpate. In addition, the subject pool included all teaching
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faculty at the School who were wiììing to comp'lete the questionnaire.
In all, 121 social work students and l4 faculty members part.icipated

in the study and comprised the project ,urpl..l9
l,Jhile the general izabi

I

ity of the resur ts was I imited by the

cross-sectional nature of the study and the use of onìy one school

of social work, the design
cost and

availability.

was selected

The use

of

for practical

groups

reasons

of

tirne,

of students at different

levels in the educational process simulated a ìongitudinal study, and
the inclusion of detailed descriptìons of the University of l4anitoba

of social 'rlork and the subjects in the study was intended
facilitate the generalizing of the results.
School

It

had been hoped

to

that the self-administered questionnaires

would be compìeted during classes; however, time constrajnts

prohibited this and the questionnajres had to be completed and returned
by the respondents on theìr olvn time. This expectatìon, as rvell

the length and compìexity of the'instrument, led to a low rate of
response (45%). However, despite this limited return, there were
suffi ci ent numbers i n each group'ing to lre representati ve

of

the

different levels of professional education at the school and to
provi de data

for the analyses.

The test'ing

elicited data on the subjects'persona'l

characterìstics and information from two measures; a measure of
adherence

to a set of core profess'ional values

and a measure of

as
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professional value orientations in specific practice sjtuations.
The researcher attended the classes personally,

distributed the

questionnaires, explained the purpose of the study and requested

the co-operation of the students

in voluntarily completing the

questionnaire. Distribution of the questionnaire was conducted

in required classes for

of the "school years" represented in
the study. Questionnaires for faculty members were p'laced in their
mail slots in the generaì office at the School, together r^¡ith a
covering'letter explaining the purpose and import of the study, and
solicjting their co-operation in completing the questionnaire.
each

In the initial distribution,

281 questionnaires were

d'istributed to students and 26 questionnaires were djstributed to

facuìty.

A poor response from graduate students led to foì'low-up

questionnaires to that group at a later date. A further distrjbution

to

'increase the response rate among undergraduate students vtas deemed

unfeasible due to the anonymity of respondents and non-respondents,
time and cost constraints.

final sample was comprised of 4l students entering
their first year of the BSl^l program, 30 students entering their
second year of the BSll program, 38 students beg'innìng theìr final
of the BS',.1 program, '12 graduate students, and l4 faculty members.
The

The sample population was predominantly female

with

108

of

the

students identifying themselves as female and 26 as
mal

e.

Thi

s nlale/femaJe rat.io was general

ly

consi sten b wi th the

year
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ratio at the School.20 Eighty-one (60%) of the
listed their marital status as single; 42 (31.ì%) were

maìe/female student
respondents

married; 2 (1.5%) were 1ìving common-law; 3 (2.2%) were separated;

6

(4

.4%) were di vorced;

A majority

and

,I

( .7%) was w'idowed

.

of the respondents (58 or 43%) l'isted their

religious affiliation as Protestant; 23

(17%) were

Catholic;

ll

(8.1%)

affiljation.
Eìght (5.9%) subjects held other religìous affiliations and 2 subjects
did not respond to this question.

were Jew'ish and 33 (24.4%) declared no rel'igious

0f the .l35 subjects, ll9 (BB.l%) had been born in Canada;
2 (1.5%) were born in the United States and l4 (10.4%) were born
outs jde of North America. One hundred and one (l+.5"/") of the
respondents had Canadian-born fathers and 34 (25.?%) had fathers

were born outside

of Canada.

One hundred and

two (75.6"/")

of

who

the

respondents had Canadian-born mothers and the remainder (24.4%)
had foreign-born mothers.

In

response

to the question regardìng pol'itical preference,

of the subjects,

or 54.1%, indicated that the i'lew
Democratic Party was the party of their choice. Twenty-nine (21.5%)
preferred the Liberals (the party'in power at the federal level), and
a majorìty
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12 (8.9%) preferred the Conservatives (the party

prov'incial
no

level).

Seventeen subjects

or

in power at

12.6% indicated

the

they

had

political preference; 2 subjects or 1.5% indicated they preferred
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other politicaì parties and 2 (1.5%) gave no response to this item.
Out

of

135

stubjects, 100 subjects (l+.lZ) indicated that

they had some paid or voluntary social work
(25.2%)

of the respondents

declared

field experience. On'ly 34
no pract'ical experience in social

work.

of the .l35 respondents stated
that they had no post-secondary educat'ion besides their credits in
social work. Twenty-three subjects indicated some form of postOne hundred and

secondary

eleven (82.?%)

training.

In terms of areas of interest in the profession, community

of interest in the field with .l05
respondents (77.8%) indicating a ìevel of interest in the field of
community work. sixteen respondents (11.9%) indicated no interest,
work drew the highest degree

and

l3 subjects (9.6%) were neutral about

communjty work.

The area which drew the second hìghest

level of interest

clinjcal social work. F'ifty-three subjects (sg.gz) indicated
high interest'in this area and 4l (30.4%) expressed some ínterest
in clinical social work" sixteen respondents (11.9%) were neutral

was

and 24 (17.8%) were

not 'interested in clinical social work.

Fifty of the subjects (37.2%) indicated that they were
'interested in the area of social work polic-v. Forty-fou r (32.6%)
u¡ere

neutral; 30 (22.2%) were uninterested

uninterested.

and

l0

(2.4%) were very
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Forty-three subjects (31.9%) expressed

social work research while

l3

some

interest in

(9.6%) expressed high

interest ín

the

area. Thirty-two (22.7%) were neutral and 46 respondents (34.1tí)
were not interested in research.
0f the l2l students who participated in the study, the
majority (ll7 or 86.7%) indicated that they intended to work as a
social worker upon graduation. 0nìy 2 subjects indicated that they
did not intend to practice
response

when they

finished and 2 subjects gave

no

to the item.

In

summary,

the typìca'l student

was

a singìe female

r¿rho had

in Canada to parents who also had been born in Canada.
She was affiliated to the Protestant religion and expressed a
preference for the New Democratic political party. The student
had some social work fieìd experience but no post-secondary
education besides her credits in social work. Her greatest interest
1ay in the area of community work and next to that area, she v¡as
interested in clinical social work. The typical student stated her
commitment to the profession by indicating that she intended to
been born

pract.ice social work upon graduat'ion. Her responses
questìonnaire as well as the answers

to

the

of the other subjects

prov'ided

the data for the examination of the relationship between professìonal
education and student values.
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Data Processinq and Analysis

The data gathered from

for

the respondents was keypunched

on

analysis. The Statistical Package for the SocÍal
21
Services (SPSS)'' computer program was utilized in examin'ing the
cards

computer

data. Initially,

for frequency distributions was
comp'leted and, on the basis of the analysis, certain independent
variables which had yieìded limited variability were eliminated
an analysis

from further ana'lys'is. The excluded variables included ethnicjÊy,

social work experience, post-secondary education, fields of social
work, and commitment to the profession. In addition, the categories

of the independent variabìe, level of social work education, were
refined and reduced to produce five subject groupings.
A subsequent breakdown analysis was completed on the data

to determine the relationsh'ip

of socjal

between the independent

varíable, level

work education, and the twelve dependent varìables

encompass'ing

the subjects'adherence to a set of core social

v¡ork

in common practice
situations. In turn, the results led to an analysis of variance
to determine the statistical significance of the findings and to an
ana'lys'is of covariance to determine the ìmpact of other ìndependent
values and their professional value orientations

variables upon the observed zero order relationships

between

education and the subjects' professìonal values and value orÍentaüions.

Summary

The present study was desìgned

to

examine

the relatjonship

6B

between

a subjects' level of social work education and h'is/her

to a professional value system. A sample of

adherence

135

subjects, students and faculty at the Univers'ity of Manitoba School

of Social I'Jork,

for their adherence to a set of core
professìonal values and on their value-based solutions to a series
of common practice problems. Controllìng for a number of personal
characteristics of the subjects,which were believed to impact upon
was tested

the socialization process, the researcher examined the relationship
between

the subjects' level of social work education and their

adherence

to

0n the basis

education,

it

and operational'ization

of the values of the profession.

of socialization theory and the objectives of
was predicted

would be pos'itive;

in other

professional

that the relationship between the variables
words, subjects with higher levels of

professìonal education would show a greater adherence to a professjonal
value system. The findings

next chapter.

of the study

have been

outlined in the

II

i.
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CHAPTER IV

Fi NDINGS

This chapter has been divided into three sections. The first
section presents the findjngs

for the relationships

between the

subjects' level of professional education and their adherence to the
core values of soc'ial work; that

is,

the relationship between the

subjects' level of social work education and Meyer's ten value
dimensions. The 'impact of the personal characteristics of the subjects
upon

this relationship is also outlined.

The second section contains

the general findings on the relationship betlveen the subjects' level

of professional education

and the Traditional and tnvironrnental

Value Orientations, followed by a discussion on the ìmpact

of

the

subjects' personal characteristics upon those relationships. Finalìy,
the concluding sectjon presents a general

summary and

djscussion of

the resul ts.
Findinqs on Subjects' Adherence to
Set of Core Values of Soc'ial I'Jork

The Meyer's

a

Social Values Test was admÍnistered to determine

whether the subjects' adherence to a set

of core values of

profession would jncrease as their level

of professjonal

71

the

education
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increased. An analysis of the data gathered forthe test revealed
support

for

Hypotheses

I, IV, V, VI, VIII

of the ten value dimensions under study.
dimensions, Public

and IX, encompassing six
(See Table

l.) In the s'ix

Aid, Social Causation, Pluralism, Posìtive

Satjsfaction, Social Protection and Secularism, greater

to the ideal social work value position

was evident as

adherence

the subjects'

level of professjonal education increased. In the four

remaining

value dimensions, Personal Freedom, Personal Goals, Seìf-Determinism
and Innovation-Change, there were no

clear relationships

between

the dimensions and the subjects' level of professional education.
Therefore, Hypotheses

Table

I

shows

II, III, VII and X were not supported.
the relationships between the subjects' level

of professjonal education and each dimension in the Meyer's Social
Values Test. In five of the ten dimensions, (Public Aid, Social
Causation, Pluralism, Pos'itìve Satisfaction, Social Protection),

the subjects' scores increased as the level of professjonal education
increased and the relationsh'ips were found

significant.
was

not as

Though

to be statistically

the relationship for the s'ixth value dimension, Secularism,

consistent as the five dimensjons previously noted,

generally positive and statjstically sjgnificant. Relationships
between

scores

the subjects' level of professional.educatjon and their

for the four remainíng

value dimensjons (Personaì Freedom,

Personal Goals, Se'lf-Determinism, innovation-Change) were neither

consistent nor statisticalìy s'ignìficant.
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Hypothesis I

subjects' level of professjonal education wí1 I be
positively reìated to the value dimension public Aid versus Pri vate
The

Effortt the higher the level of social work education the greater the
adherence to Public Aid.
social work ideal value of Public Aid represented a
value posit'ion in whjch government js believed to have the responsibility
The

for helping people" 0pposite to the value of Public Aid was a position
which held that government services are damaging

societies.

for individuals

and

findings related to the dimension indicated clear

The

for the ideal social work posìtion among the faculty group.
Indeed, the mean score for this value dimensìon by the faculty (14.21)
was the highest score for any grouping on any dimension, indicating a
hìgh degree of adherence to the value of Publ'ic Aid. The student
support

groupings demonstrated a clear and consistent increase

in

adherence

to the value as their level of professional education increased,
evidenced by the

statistjcally signìfìcant increase in mean scores

for

each successive

for

adherence

grouping. Thus, Hypothesis

I

was supported,

to the value of Public Aid increased as the subjects'

level of professional education increased.
The dimension, Publjc Ajd versus Private

of the origina'l

Effort,

was not one

in the l4cleod-Meyer (1960-61) studies,
therefore no comparison could be made with their results.l However,
the findings for the dimension were consistent w'ith the results
obtajned in Sharwell's study on social work student oríentations.
dimensions

75

In his research, Sharwelì found that

graduate education

student orientation toward the issue

of public

did influence

dependency i n the

direction desired by professional schools.2
Figure I " Mean scores for the value dimension, Pubìic Aid versus
Private Effort" by subjects' level of professional education.
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II

The

subjects' level of professional education wìll

positively reìated to the value dimension, Personal

be

Freedom versus

Societal Controls; the higher the level of social work education the
greater the adherence to Personal

The

Freedom.

fjndings for the value dimension, Personal

versus Societal Controls,
between adherence

Freedom

did not reveal any clear relationship

to the val ue of Personal Freedom and the subjects'

level of professional education, nor were the results obtained

statistically significant.

Mean scores

for all groupings ranged

76

ll.6l, indicating limited variability among groups
on adherence to this value" Hypothesis II was not supported. These
between 10.85 and

results were consistent with those obtained by Mcleod and Meyer.3
Items representing the social work position
emphasized
own

for the dimension

the right of the individual to act according to his/her

dictates while the items for the opposite poìe stressed societal

control over the individuals for the protection of both the
individuals themselves and society in genèral.
i ndi cated

Perhaps

the findings

that the respondents opted for a bal ance between the two

extremes and valued a posÍtion v¡hich emphasized minimai controls

persona'l freedom" This middle-of-the-road value position

stress the independence of individuals

limíts.

The

within

on

v¿ould

socialìy-acceptabie

results obtained for the dimension could indicat,e that

the subjects took this stance and that Personal

Freedom tvas seen as

a conditional rather than an absolute value.
Figure 2.

for the value dimension, Persona] Freedom versus
societal controls, by subjects' level of professional education.
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Hypothesis

III

The

subjects' level of professional education will

be

positively related to the value dimension, Personal Goals versus
Maintenance

of the Groupi the higher the level of soc'ial work

educat'ion the greater the adherence

The

to Personal

Goals.

results obtained for the dimension, Personal Goals versus

the Group, also indicated minimal variation between
.of
groupings, with group means ranging between 11.23 and .l1.79. No

Maintenance

relationship between the value dimension and the subjects' level of
professional education was discovered and the results obta'ined were

not statistically significant" Hypothesis

III

was not supported.

The dimensíon presented an indivjdual-group dichotomy

to the prev'ious value
respondents may have

dimension regarding Personal Freedom, and the

related to both dimensions in a sìinjlar

Rather than accepting

similar

manner.

ejther extreme pos'ition, in which either

an

individual's or a group's goaìs a]ways took precedence, the subjects
may have valued

Perhaps

a more conditjonal stance to the issue of goa1s.

the respondents felt that the determìnation of the precedence

of goals had to be situationally-dependent; in some instances the
indivjdual's goals should have prioríty and in other instances the
group's goals would have to take precedence.

Perhaps

the dimensìon, Personal Goals, and the previous

dìmensìon, Personal Freedom, no ionger reflected the ideal social

7B

work

position.

The dimensions were deve'loped

a time which has

become known

as the "age

in

the early 1960's,

of the individual"

vrhen

the emphasis was on maximum individual freedom and expression. At
the time of the study, soçiety in general" and the soc'ial

work

profession specifically, seemed to have moved toward a position of
mutual obligation and responsjb'ility between the indivídual

society. Social work literature revealed that indivjdual
development was

and

freedom and

subject to certain social limjts and obligationr.4

well, the movement away from the individual and toward the group
seemed to reflect the profession's shift in focus from caservork
(ind'ividual ) to comrnun'ity practice (society/group). (ffris preference

As

for

community

77.8%
When

practice was very evident'iñ the subject group iested

of the respondents indicated an interest in

these factors were considered,

it

seemed

as

community vrork.)

quite probable that

the results obtained for the two value dimensions

may have

reflecied

a change in the core values of the profession with regard to the

relationship between individuals and society.
The dimension, Personal Goals versus Maintenance of the Group,
was

not included jn the Mcleod-l4eyer research, therefore

of results could be made.

no compari son
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Figure
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Hypothesis IV
The

subjects' level of professional education rvill

be

positively reìated to the value dimension, Socia'l Causation

versus

Individual Autonomyt the higher the level of social work education
the greater the adherence to Social Causation.

The

results obtained for the value dimens'ion, Social

versus Individual Autonomy, clearly supported Hypothesis
scores

for the groupings steadily

IV.

Causation
Mean

increased as the level of

professional educatìon increased, and the findìngs urere sìgn'ificant

at the p < 0.001 level.
The
emphas'ized

social work poìe 'in the dimension, Socjal Causatjon,

the impact of environmental forces on individual situat'ions.

80

The opposite
own

pole held that individuals more or less determined their

situation

autonomous'1y.. The increasing adherence

to the social

work ideal, Social Causation, was not surprising. Þlany current

tradjtional professional methodologies and theories emphasized

and

the

of external factors in individual situations" various
forms of individual, fami'ly and group interventions have had such an
importance

external focus,and increased exposure to the methodolog'ies would lead

to

increased exposure

to the value of Social Causation.

slightly different version of the value dimension was included
i n the lilcleod-Meyer studies. In that research, the djmens jon Cul tural
A

Determinism (Social Causation) versus Inherent Human llature (Individual

to be signìficantly related to the level of
professional training in the djrection predicted. Therefore, the

Autonomy), was found

results from the present study and the findings of Mcleod and Meyer
were

sinrilar for th'is value

Figure

4.

d'imension.5

for the value dimension, Social Causatjon versus
Individual Autonomy, by subjectsr level of profess'ional education.
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Hypothesjs

V

The

subjects' level of professional education

will

be

positìveiy related to the value dimension, Pluraljsm versus Homogeneity;
the higher the level of social work education the greater the

to

Pl

ural i sm.

The

were

adherence

findings for the value dìmension, Pluraljsm versus

stat'istically significant

regarding the impact

and were supportive

of professional education

of

upon

Homogeneity,

Hypothesis

the social

v

work

value, Pluralism. There was a steady increase

in the mean scores
across the groupings, ind'icating a growing acceptance of the
des'irabif ity of heterogeneity in association. The results were
consistent with those obtained by McLeod and Meyer for their dimensìon,
Di versi ty versus Homogeneity.6
well, the value Pluralism, was gìven the highest mean scores
for all ten values by a'll the student group'ings and was the value
As

for the faculty group
The high scorìng indìcated a greater adherence to this value than
to some of the other values presented in the test. The results could
which received the second hìghest mean score

be accounted

for

by an examination

of the dimension and its

assocíated

val ues.

The

social work profession has emphasized the worth and

d'ignìty of every

individual. Professionals have been expected to be

non-judgenrental and unbiased; ind'ividuals have

to be accepted as they

BZ

"bad". These intertwining values and beliefs
a pluralistic rather than a homogeneous stance toward

aree the "good" and the
have supported

association. Individual difference

and association

with "different"

indiv'iduals have been seen as desirable.

Figure 5.
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VI

The
pos'i t'i
Rel

subjects' level of professional education will

vely rel ated to the

'igi osi

ty,

the

hì

val ue dimens ion

gher the I evel

,

Secul

of soc'ial

be

ari sm versus

work educati on the

greater the adherence to Secularism.

Though

the jncrease in adherence to the value positjon,

Secularism, was not consistent across
scored

all

slìghtìy lower than the final year

groupìngs (tfre
BSlnl

t'lSl,¡

group), there

groupings

vras an

oa
()J

obvious upward trend

ín the data

and the results obtained urere

stati sti cal 'ly si gn'i f icant at the

p

results djd prov'ide

for

some support

<

0

.01 I evel

.

Therefore, the

Hypothesis Vi.

Secularism versus Reì'igiosity was not one

of the dimensions in

the original study, therefore no comparison could be made between the

findings in the present project and Mcleod and Meyer's results.T

in the dimension represented positions regard'ing
levels of control in relìg'ion and relìgious beliefs. The ideal social
The two poles

work posjtion held

that conventional religion and religious beliefs

should not be controlìing while the oppos'ite pole suggested that
everyone should

follow conventional re1ìgion and religious beliefs.

As a maiority

of the respondents (99 out of

135) ind'icated

some

of ref igious affiliation, the issue under consideration in the
djmension was not an acceptance or rejection of religion; rather,
form

the jssue was one of the level of control religion should have over

individuals. Generally,

respondents

wjth higher levels of professional

education favoured less control by relìgìons and religious beliefs,

This preference would ìndicate that these subjects believed

individuals should be free to

beliefs.
avowed

Such

make

their

most

own choices regarding

relígious

a stance would be cons'istent with the profession's

positìons on individuality and self-deterrninatjon.

84

for the vaì ue dimension, Secularism versus
Re'ligiosity, by subjects' level of professional education.

Figure 6.
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Hypothesis VII
The

subjects' level of professional educatìon rvill

positiveìy reiated to the value dimens'ion, self-Determinism

be
VCTSUS

Fatalism; the higher the level of social work education'the greate r
the adherence to Self-Determinism.

The

findings for the value dimension, Se]f-Determinism versus

Fatal'ism, did not support Hypothesis
increase

VII.

There uras no

signif icant

in the mean scores across the groupings and the range of

relatively narrow, wjth al1 groups scoring between
.l2.08. The
11.30 and
dimension was not one of the oríginai dimensions

mean scores was

in the l4cleod-Meyerinstrument, therefore no comparison of results
could be

ô

made.Õ

The dimension

reflected an ideal stance, Self-Determinisrn, in

85

which the person, not

its

fate,

determined his/her own destiny

and

opposite extreme, Fatalism. The scores, while closer to the

ideal social work position than the fatalistjc pole, did not indicate
a strong adherence to the value of self-Determinism

groupings.

One

relationship

for the findjngs ìay ìn

possible expìanation

between

among any

of

the

the

the value dimension and professiona'l belief

regarding Social Gausation"

If

the profession accepted the belief

that circumstances external to the individual impact significantly
on his/her

sjtuation, a belief in total self-determjnism,

as

reflected by the items in the instrument, would be incongruent.
I'lhile the profession
encompassing

may have upheld

a belief in self-determination

the right of the individual to

dependent decisions regarding aspects

make

his/her own in-

of his/her lìfe,

the

profession may have rejected the notion that man has absolute

control over his
was

own

destiny.

The former

belief in self-determination

not inconsistent with theories upholding that external factors

beyond

the individual's control often determine and sustajn certaìn

situations. Therefore, the results obtajned
balance between the indivjdual and

may

reflect

another

his environment. Subjects may

supported

for a mid-way positìon in the value dimensìon which
the ind'ividual's rìght to determine his/her own destìny

recogn'ized

that certain external factors would limit the range of

have opted

decisions which could be made wìth regard

to individual destiny.

but
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Figure 7.
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Hypothesis

ViII

The

subjects' level of professional education

will

be

positively related to the value d'imension, Positive satisfactjon
versus Struggle-Denial; the higher the

level of socjal work

education

the greater the adherence to Posjtive Satisfaction.

The

results obtained for the value djmension, Positive

satisfaction versus Struggle-Denial, indicated clear support for
Hypothesis

vIII.

The mean scores

steadi'ly increased across the

statjstically significant. This
the lowest mean score of all the dimensions for

groupings and the findìngs were
dimension received

all of the groupings; the first
9.85

for Positive Satisfaction.

year students had a mean score of

87

The

results obtained for this value dimension were consistent

with the findings of

Mcleod and

a positive relationship

Meyer. Those researchers also

between

found

the professional value of Satisfaction,

Security and Acceptance, and the subjects' level of professional
educati

on

.9

The

person was

satisfjed.

social work poìe for thjs value dimension held that

"better"

a

if his/her needs and desires were readiìy

other extreme emphasized the Puritan notion of

The

strugg'le and denial.

All of the items relating to the latter part of

the dimension emphasized the character-building aspects of sacrifice
and struggì e.

The responses

to the issue jndicated that

respondents wjth

higher levels of education placed greater value on the meeting of

the i ndi vi dual 's needs and desi res . Subjects

r,¡i

th

I

ower I evel s of

professional educat'ion, though still more inclined toward the social

work'ideal than

its

opposite, were more supportive

ethic of hard work, struggìe

and

to be reflective of the confl'ict

denial.

of the Puritan

The findings were believed

between general

societal values

and

the values of the soc'ial work profess'ion. North American society
was founded upon

and the notion

a strong r¡rork eth'ic, a belief in the individual

that

"anyone can make

it if

he works hard enou9h."l0

Possibly the scores of the student groupings who were just beginnìng

their professional socializat'ion reflected some adherence to the
general societal norm of hard work and sacrifice. As students gained

8B

add'itional exposure to the profession and
move

farther

away from the general

its

values, they began to

societal value

and

closer to

the

social work ideal.
Figure
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Hypothesi

s

IX

The

subjects' level of professiona,l education will

be

positively related to the value dimension, Social Protection

versus

Social Retributjoni the h'igher the level of social work education the
greater the adherence to Social protection.

The value dimensÍon, Social Protection versus Social

Retribution, produced statistically significant support for Hypothesis iX.
The mean scores

for the five subject groups increased as the level of

professionaì education increased. The results could not be

compared

B9

to the Mcleod-Meyer research as the dimension

was not one

of

the

or.igìna1 val ue dimensionr.l I

in Social Protection was viewed as a belief that
society should take care of peopìe who need help regardless of theír
A belief

own

efforts.

suffer the
seemed

The counter pos'ition held

consequences

of the'ir

own

to represent another conflict

and professional

"he made

his

own

values.

that peopìe should have to

lack of

effort.

between general

The dimension

societal

Evidenced by such common expressions

bed, now he has to

lie in it",

norms
as

"we should only help

of "the deserving" versus
"the undeserving" poor which was more-than-evident jn Canada's

those who help themselves" and the notjon

social welfare system,
was more

it

uras apparent

that the generai societal

value

akin to a posìtjon of Social Retríbution than one of Socjal

Protecti on.l2 Given these sent'iments,

it

could be expectecl that

students with minìmal exposure to professional education would
experience greater

conflict

between

societal and profess'ional

for the issue and would score lower on the d'imension.
Subiects with the higher levels of profess'ional education would be
more socialized toward the social work ideal; accounting for thejr
increased support for the Socjal Protection value.
values
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Fi

for the value dimension, Sociaì Protection versus
Socjal Retribution, by subjects' level of professìonal education.

gure 9.
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X

The

subjects' level of professional education

wíll

be

positive'ly related to the value dimension, Innovation-Change versus
Traditionalism; the h'igher the level of social work education the
greater the adherence to Innovation-Change.

The

results of the dimension, Innovation-Change versus

Tradjt'ionalism, did not support Hypothesjs X nor were they statisticalìy

significant. All
10.54 and

11.12.

groups had
The

similar

mean scores

within a range of

results obtained in the present research

were

not consistent with those obtained by l,lcleod and Meyer. In the earlier
studies, the value, Innovation-Change, was found to be pos'itiveìy
related to the subjects' level of professìonal training.l3
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In the dimension, the social work ideal stressed the desirability

of

change and innovation" and

to the ways of the past.

the contrary position stressed

commitment

of the four items in the
dimens'ion revealed a focus on a rejection of the past more than an
overt acceptance of either the present or the future. The mid-range
scoring for al'l groupings seemed to indicate some hesitancy to
outrightly reiect the past. A growing trend toward conservatism and
An examination

traditionalism in society would have accounted for this hesitation
and may have served

to

dampen

the professional focus on innovation

and

change" As well, the responses to the item may have reflected caution
among

the subjects jn giving "bìanket" approva'l to the concept, change.

!'lhile change "for the better" or "positive"

change may have been

valued, change for the mere sake of change may not have been. This

pattern of thinking could have accounted for the difference in

results between the I'lcleod and l4eyer studies and the present project.
Figure 10. Mean scores for the value dimension, Innovation-Change versus
Tradj ti onal i sm, by subjects' level of professional education.
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first portion of the study
indicated general support for six of the first ten hypotheses.
These were Hypotheses I" IV, V, VI, VIII and IX. As the subjects'
In

summary,

the findings for the

level of professional education increased, their adherence to
particular core values of social work also increased. The
relationships discovered were then subjected to an additional
analysis to determjne

if the personal characteristics of the

subjects had any significant impact upon the results.

Hypothesis

XIII

t'lhile the personaì characteristics of the subjects
as control variables

in the projects

might be related

consider"ed

to the values

and value orientations under study, these characteristics

rvill not

signìficant'ly alter the original relationships discovered bei.v¡een
the subjects

'

I

evel of professíonal education and the ten profess'ionai

values and two value orientations identified as the dependeni

variables

in the research.

of certain personal characteristics of the
subjects in relation to the data gathered revealed that the factors
An analysis

did not s'ign'ificantiy alter the original relationship
between the

subjects' level of professional education and their

scoring on the ten dimensions in the Social Values
several

discovered

of the factors

were found

to

the relationships dìscovered in the

have a

Test.

Hor.rever,

significant impact upon

initial ana'lysis.

These

characteristics included the subjects' âgê, reìigious affiliaiion,
and

interest in social work policy.
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MEAN SCORES FOR MEYER'S VALUE DIMENSiONS BY SUBJECTS' LEVEL OF PROFESSIONAL TDUCATION
CÛNTROLLING FOR AGE

TABLE 2
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Table 2 shows the mean scores for Meyer's value dimensions

by the subiects' level of professional education when the subjects'

controlled. Subjects' age was found to have a s'ignificant
jmpact upon six of the ten value dimensíons, the same sjx whjch had

age was

shown

a signifìcant relationship with the subjects' level of

professiona'l education. Though scores were sl'ightly al tered
age was contro'l I ed, the ori g'i nal rel ati onshi ps between

when

the i ndependent

variable and dependent variables were maintained. The fjnding
understandable since younger subjects were the respondents

was

with

lowest levels of social work education while older subjects had

the
more

professional education

A second variable which was found to be sign'ificantly

related to a number of the value dimensions in the study

religìous

affiliation.

The

signìficant impact upon the

was

subjects' reìig'ious affiliatjon had a
dimens'ions Publ ic A'id, Personal Freedom,

Personal Goals, Social Causation, Secularism, Pos'itive Satisfaction,
and Socjal

Protection. General'ly, the impact of the variable

for all seven of the dimens'ions. Table 3 outlines
the rnean scores for Meyer's value dimens'ions by the subjects' leveJ
of professional education when the subjects' religious affiliation

was cons'istent

was control led.
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Protestants (n = 57) scored below the norm for
dimensions indicating subjects

all

seven

with this relig'ious affjliation

rvere

usualìy furthest from the ideal social work pos'ition. Catholics

(n = 23) scored below the norm for

all

value dimensions except

in which instance the'ir mean score was slightly

Persona'l Goals"

above

the norm. Subjects with other rel'ig'ious affiliations (n = 8)
scored below the norm
norm

in the remain'ing

in five of the seven dimensions
two dimensions. Subjects

and above the

with a Jevrish

affiliation (n = 1l) or no religious affiliation (n = 33)
scored above the norm for all seven value dimensions.
religjous

The

results were cons'istent wjth those obtained by llcLeod

and

Meyer. Those researchers found that the subjects' relìg'ion

had

a significant'impact on seven of the ten value dimensions in

their instrunrent
between the

were

and

their findìngs regarding the relationship

subjects' re'ligìon and their scores on the values test

similar to those obtained in the present project. Protestants

and Catholics tended

while

to score low on all of the seven

Jews and persons w'ith no

relìgious

dimensions

commitment tended tolard

hìgh scor.r. l4

The exp'lanation

for the results

seemed

to lÍe in the

of the re'ligìons themselves. Both the Protestant
re'l'igìons have been based upon notions

retributìon for

sìn.

and the Catholic

of struggle, suffering

The group allvays takes precedence

indiv'idual. In six of the seven value

nature

and

over the

dimensions which were found
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to be significantly related to the characteristic, there was a direct
individua'l-group dichotomy while the seventh, secularism, deaìt wíth

the issue of reìigious affiliation
Catholics were

still

more

itself"

l,,lhile protestants

and

inclined toward the social work norm than

to its opposite poìe, their lower scores on the items would suggest
that their religious vajues did have some impact upon their adherence
to the values of the profession.
The

subjects' level of interest in social work poìicy

also found to be significantly related to a
dimensions considered

fi

ndi ngs

in thjs study.

number

Table 4

was

of the value

illustrates

these

.

A subjects' interest

in social r^rork policy

impacted on four

of the ten value dimensions: Publjc Aid, Soc'ial causation,
Goals and self-Deterrninism. For

all four dimensions,

personal

subjects

who

indjcated that they were uninterested or neutral on the issue of

al work pol i cy scored bel ow ave rage , whi I e subjects who 'i nd'icated
an interest in the issue scored above average
soci

Socjal work policy encompassed the formulation, ìmplementation
and evaluation

of policies. It

was held

that the issues which

be identified as social probìems, and the kinds
programs which would be developed

of pol'icies

to address those

would

and

problems rvould

be

of the policy-makers. Therefore, an interest
in social work po'licy would'indicate an jnterest in the íssues and
values underlying social work activ'ity. Such an interest could have
determjned by the values
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suggested

that the subject

had given nìore thought and become more

involved with social issues and social values, and this involvement
could have been reflected
associ ated

w

j

th

po'l ì

cy

in a greater

'issues

adherence

to certain

values

.

Several other factors also were found to have some limited

of the value dimensions under study. These factors
included sex, poìjtical preference, and an interest in soc'ial
impact on some

work research.

The sex

of the subject

was found

to be related to one value

dìmension, Innovation-Change. Male subjects were more supportive

of traditional'ism

and less supportive

of

change than

females.

Since

the lulcleod-l'leyer research indicated no significant inrpact from the
1tr

variable, sex,'t and the characterìstic impacted upon only
dimension whjch

relationship

did not support the hypothesis regardìng

between educatíon and values,

one

the

a further attempt to

explain the finding vras not undertaken.
A subjects' politìca1 preference was found

Aid.
Public Aid, with its

to impact upon

of the professiona'l
value,
focus on the responsibility of the
state in relation to the lives of its individual members, the
the dimension, Public

Given the nature

relationshìp discovered between the value and the subjects'

politìcai

preference was understandable. The findings

for

the

of the po'l i ti cal parties
included 'in the test. Subjects who indicated a preference for either

anaìysì

s

seemed

to

paral 1e'l the phi l osophì es

.l00

the Liberal or conservative parties indicated an acceptance of
those parties' phi'losophy of mínímal government control

in the lives

of citizens, and this acceptance was reflected in their lolv scores
for the value. The New Democratic party is a social democratic

party. unsurprising'ly, subjects with an N.D.p. polit'ical

preference

of Public Aid. Subjects with no poìiticaì
preference (n = ì6) or other poìitical preferences (n = Z) aìso scored
scored highest on the value

above average on

this value

dimension.

interest in social work research

An

was s.ignificantly

related to three of the ten value dimensions. The values were Public
Aid, Secularism, and Self-Determinism. In general, subjects who r.¡ere
not interested in social work research scored below average on the
d'imensions

while subjects

who indicated an

interest in social

research scored above average. An explanation

work

for the impact of

the characteristic upon the three value djmensions was difficult to
arri ve at as there

dj

d not appear to be any common theme betrveen the

d'imensions whích would

of

relate to social work research.

However,

of the value dimensions individually
some explanation for the results.
exanlination

each

provided

Secularism and Self-Determinism could both be related

principles of science

upon lvhich

an

to

the

socjal work research is based.

One

central principle of science is determinìsm; the belÍef that all
events have antecedent causes which can be identified and logically

understood. Acceptance of the scientific principìe would imply

a
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rejection of religious mysticism and fatalism, the opposite poles

for the two value

dimensions, Secularism and Self-Determinism.

in social work research'logica'lìy
could have been more inclined towards the principles of science and
the inclination could have accounted for their higher scores on the
Subjects who were interested

two dimensions.

The

relationship

between

interest in social work research

the value of Public Aid and an
was much more

obscure.

Perhaps

the reason for the relationship lay in the fact that most social
work research has been pubìic'ly-sponsored and an adherence

to

the

of Public Aid and its assocìated responsibilit'ies encompassed
the notion of soc'ial research as a means for the government to help
value

peopl e .

In summary, though several of the control variables
considered
upon

in the project

were found

to

have a signìficant'impact

the relationsh'ip found between the subjects' level of

professjonal education and certain core values of social work,

of the personal characterjstics of the subjects sign'ifìcant'ly
altered the zero-order relationships. Simjlar results were obtained
for the value orientations portion of the study.
none

Fi nd'i ngs

on Subjects

'

Val ue Or'ientati ons

A second portion of the research project was desÍgned to

test the operationalizatjon of professional values.

A modified
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of the I'lei krug's val ue orientations questionnai re was
utilized to examine the subjects' value-based decisions in
version

particular social work practice situations

and determine

the impact

of professional education upon the operationalization of the values
of social work. The subjects' adherence to two professional value
orientations, Tradit'ional and Environmental,
The findings yielded genera'l support
and

XIi.

As the students'

for

both Hypothesis xI

level of professional education increased,

their scores on the Traditional
became more

was examined.

and Environmental Value 0rientations

similar to the scores of the facurty group. Table 5

illustrates these findings.
Hypothesis XI
The students'

level of professional education will

be

positìvely reìated to the position of the faculty group wìth
regard

to the Trad'itional

of social

Value Orientation; the higher the level

work education the more similar the students' scores

the Traditional value Orientation

Fi

gure ì
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The find'ings revealed

that the scores of students on the

Traditìonal Value 0rientation steadily decreased and became

sÍmilar to the faculty group with

each

nrore

additional level of

ts were found to be stat'istical ly
signjficant; therefore, support for Hypothesis XI was obtained.
professi onal educat'ion. The resul

Hypothesi

s

XI I

The students'

level of professional education will

be

positively related to the posÍtion of the faculty group with
regard

to the Environmental

of social

Value Orientation; the higher the level

work eclucation the more

Environmental Value Orientation

Fi

gure 'l 2.

similar the students scores on the

will

be

to the faculty

group.

for the Environmental Value Orientation
subjects' level of professional education.
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The

were

results for the Environmental Value Orientation also

statistically significant

and indjcated a generally pos'itive

relationsh'ip between adherence to the orientation and the subjects'

level of profess'ional education.

Though

the results for the
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Environmental Value Orientation were not as consístent as the

findings for the Traditional Value Orientation, the students
generaì1y demonstrated increased adherence

to the orientation

their level of professional education increased.

as

l^Ihìle the faculty

group scored lower on the Environmental Value Orientation than

of the students" the Environmental Value Orientat'ion rvas the
preferred value orientation for the faculty group. Therefore,
general support for Hypothesis XiI was obtained.
several

The

findings for the second portion of the research could

in light of contemporary socia'l r.iork at the
time of the study. Trends in the profession had focussed on the
be readily interpreted

group

or society rather than the individual,

stressed the environment as the target
obtained

for the Traditional

and many methodologies

of intervention.l6

and Envíronmental Value Orientations

indicated that the students were perceiving this
Hypothesis

The results

shift in

values,

XiII

l'lhi I e

the personaì characteri sti cs of the subjects considered

as control variables

in the project

mìght be related

to the

and value orientations under study, these characteristics

values

rvill

not

s'ign'ificantly alter the original relationships discovered beirveen the
subjects' level of professional education and the ten professional
values and two value orientations identified as the dependent

variables

in the research.

Hypothesis

XIII

was supported as none

of the personal
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characteristics of the subjects that were considered in the research
sign'ificantìy altered the zero-order relationship

between

the subjects'

level of professional education and the two value orientations.
l-lowever, three

variables, age, re1igìous affiIìation and an'interest

in social

policy, were found to be sìgn'ificant'ly related to

val ue ori

work

the

entat'ions stud'ied.

Table 6 shows the subjects' scores

for the Traditional

and

Environmental Value Orientations by the subjects' leve] of

professional education v¡hen age vras controlled. l,.lhile the variabìe,
age, was found to be related to the value orientations under study,

for subjects' age, revealed
for the relationship discovered

an anaìysis of covariance, controlling

that the variable could not account
between

the subjects' level of professional education and the

Traditional and Env'ironmental value 0rientations.

The ìmpact that

to reflect the fact that the younger subjects were
at the lower levels of the education process while older subjects
urere at hi gher I evel s .
was found seemed

Table 7 shows the subjects' scores
and Environmental Value

for the Traditional

0rientations by the subjects level of

affiliation was controlled
'in the study. The subjects' religious affiliation was found to be

profess'iona1 education when religìous

significantly related to the Traditional Value 0rientation.
Subjects lvith Catholic and Protestant relìg'ious

affiliations

to score higher on the Traditional value Orientation
persons affiljated to the Jewish faìth or with no religious
tended

than

ti

onal

ons

=

**
***

b*

uN

Envi ronnrental

Tradi

0rientati

Val ue

4.07

4.1I

.75

p<0 .05
p<0 .01
p<0 .001
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6

ty
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n=12
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TABLE

h

***

2.43

+

5.72"

od

F

Rati

7

0.09

0.1

R2

O
\l.

J

b*p
**p
***

p

= ll7

0 .05
0.01
0.001

4. 10

3.77

Envi ronmental

aN

3.00

BSI,I

n=3t]

1st, year
3.29

ons

4.05

2.91
.85

4.20
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Level of Professional Education
Znd year BSl,l Final year BSI.J
14S'$J
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n = ll

Tradi t'ional

0rientati

Val ue

7
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ty
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Facul
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TABLE

F

oa

2.25

**k
4 .14"

Rati

0.12

0.13

R2

c'
co

J
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affiliations.

The

finding appeared to reflect the conservative

tradjtional underpinn'ings of the Trad'itional Value 0rientation

and

and

the Catholic and Protestant rel'ig'ions

Table B

.level
when

illustrates the relationships

between

the subjects'

of professional education and the two value orÍentations

the subjects' interest in soc'ial work policy

was controlled.

The Ti^aditional Value Orientation vras the only orientation

sìgnificantly affected by the variable, interest in social work policy.
Subjects who indicated an interest
scored below the norm

in socjal work poìicy (n =

for the Traditional

47)

Value Orientation while

those who were neutral (n = 38) and subjects who were not interested

(n = 37) indjcated a higher preference for the Traditional value

Orientation.
poljcy

The

results suggested that an interest in social

may be equated

work

with a rejectìon of a trad'itjonal approach to

the operationalization of socìal work pract'ice.

In summary,

of the personaì characteristics of the
subjects that were consjdered in the project accounted for the
none

relationships that were found between the subjects' level of
professional educat'ion and the Traditional and Environmental Value

0r'ientations. As the

ts obta'ined were símilar to the results
obtained for the first portion of the study, adherence to a set of
core social work values, Hypothesjs XIII was supported.
resul

ti onal

p
p

p

- ll9

**
***

b*

i\-

â^,

Envi ronmental

Tradi

0r'ientations

Val ue

3. 75
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TABLE
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F
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0.2

R2

O
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General Discussion

The

of the Results

results obtained in the present research project

were

sim'ilar though not identical to the findings of the studies from rvhich
the proiect was developed. I,Jith regard to the subjects' adherence to a
set of core professional values or the conceptualization of

a

profess'iona1 val ue system, the results obtained para'lìe1 the

ngs.I7 In a majori ty of the dimensions exam.ined,
the subjects' adherence to the position depicting the ideal social

McLeod-f,leyer

fi

ndi

work value increased as

their level of professional

.

education

increased and the results rema'ined consistent when certain personal

characteristics of the subjects were controlled. However, certain of
the personaì factors (i.e., âgê, religious affiliation, and interest

in social work policy), were found to be significantly related to
several of the value dimensions under examination.
As the origína'l value dimensions utilized by Mcleod and Meyer

altered slightìy, a direct comparison of the fjndings couìd not
be made. However, similar results were obtained for the dimens'ions,

v¡ere

Socjal causation (cultural determ'in'ism), pluralism (diversity)

,

Positive Satisfaction (security-satjsfaction), and personal Freedom
(personal liberty). Results djffered from the Mcleod-Meyer research

for the dimens'ion,

Innovation-Change.

In Neikrug's study of the value orientations of groups of

Israeli social vrork students he found no clear or consistent
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preference

for

any

of the three value orientations, Analytic-

Therapeutic, Bureaucratic, Environmental-Actiu..l8 However, he did

find that subjects

tended

to favour the Crossroads or

Environmental-

Active approach over the other two orientations. As well, he

that the differences in value orientations

found

between the beginning

and advanced student groups and between the student groups and the

faculty were of varying magnitude and in different directions,
indicating no support for his hypothesis regard'ing consistent

movement

toward the faculty position.

results obtained in the present research project indicated

The

for

some support

movenlent toward

Hypotheses

xI

and

XII as there

was some student

the value orientations of the facuìty. An examination

of two, rather than three, value orientatìons, the Traditional

and

the Environmental, revealed that the student groups r^¡ith hìgher
levels of professional education tended to favour the orientatjon
preferred by the faculty and rejected the orientatíon least preferred
by the

faculty.

The

findings remained consistent

when

other factors

were considered and they suggested that professional educatjon had

impact upon the students' operatìonalization
work 'in the

of the values of

direction des'ired by the professional

l,lhen

school

an

social

.

the results of the study were compared to the findings

of other research projects, other interesting findings emerged. A
prevìous researcher, Fe]dman, had suggested that the values of the
profession were dampened by professionar practì...19 l.Jhile a
dampening was

not found in the present project for the subjects'

il3
adherence

to the core values of the profession, the results for

Environmental Value

the

0rientation, or the operatjonalization of

professional values, ffây have provided

some

further support for

's concl usj ons . !.Jhi I e the facul ty group i ndì cated a greater
adherence to the Environmental Value 0r'ientation than the Traditional
Fel dman

Value Orientation, the preference was not as pronounced as some of

the student groups. Assuming that the faculty group had more

practical experience than the students, the find'ing

that practice experience

of

soci

may serve

to

danrpen

may have indicated

the value orientations

al workers .
The

results of the present project lvere also simjJar to

Sharwell's study on public depend.n.y.20 In the present project

to the socjal work value, Public Aid, increased as the
subjects' level of professional education increased. In the earlier
adherence

study, Sharwell had djscovered that the subjects' attitude toward
publìc dependency was posìtively re'lated to their level of social
work education.

For the most part, the control variables whjch were depicted
as most s'ignificant

in previous research projects were also found

to be ìmportant in the present study.

affiliation
related to

and 'interest

The

subjects' age, religious

in social work pof icy all

of the values

were

signíficantly

study. Additional variables
which may have been related to the results (i.e., ethnicity, prior
social work experience), yielded insufficient variabif ity for meaningful
anaìysì s.

some

under

il4
In

summary,

the findings indícated general. support for níne of

the thirteen hypotheses, (Hypotheses

xIII)

I, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX, XI, XII,

upholding the expectation that professional education can

ín student values in the direction desired by schoo'ls
of social work" subjects demonstrated a significanily increased
produce change

adherence

to six out of ten core values of social work as their

level of professional education increased. Their value orientations
(inother words, their operationalization of the values of sociai work)
generaì]y were found to become more similar

to the value orientations
of the faculty teaching them as the students' level of professional
education increased. The results were maintained when certain personal

characterisiics of the subjects were controlled. Thus,
concluded

it

that professìona'l education pos'it'ively impacted

was

upon both

the students' acquisjtjon and their operat'ionalization of the values

of social work.
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

In Chapter V, the study is

sumrnarized and

the research

findings are related to the origìnaì theory which guided the

project.

As

well,

some

impiications of the study for social

practice and professional education are presented.

work

Recommendations

for further research in the area of professional educatjon

and student

values complete the chapter.

Di

scussi on

of the Pro.iect

The present

project was developed to examine the ìmpact of

social work educatjon on the professional values of student social
workers. l,Jhile socialization theorists had claimed that students

their schooling and had uphe'ld
the importance of professional values for effective social rvork
practice,' there was very little empìrical support for these
acquired professional values during

1

assertions.
undertaken

Up

to the tjme of the present study, the research

in the area had produced inconsistent results regardìng

the impact of professional education on student values.2

il7

ll8
of the previous projects revealed that the
often had chosen different conceptualizationÉ and

An examination

researchers

different operational'izations of the variable, professìonal
These

differences appeared to be a primary,

reason

not the primary,

for the differing results of the various studies. As lvell, it
that the prevÍous studies

was noted

aspect

if

values.

had concentrated on on'ly one

of the students' acquisition of professional values, either

their stated adherence to particular professional values or their
operationalization of the values of social work. No one project
had attempted to examine both of the components involved in the
inculcation of professional values.
In the present project two prev'iously-developed

research

instruments, the Meyer's Social values Test3 and the Neikrug value

orientations questionnair"4
values

of

groups

*.r. utilized to test the professional

of social work students at different levels in

the'ir profess'ional education.
chosen

to

The Meyer's

examine the students'adherence

social values Test

was

to certain core values of

the profession and the Neikrug value orientations questionna'ire
was chosen

to

examine the students' operat'ionaljzation

of the values

of social work. Four groups of students at different levels in
their professional educatíon and one group of faculty from the
University of Manitoba School of Social I'lork ware tested on the
instruments

in the Fall of 1980.

The

initial

port'ion

of

the

present project, the lvleyer's Social Val ues Test, examined the

subjects'adherence to a set

of ten core values of social work,

two

ll9
identified by Meyer through a review of the professional ljterature.
The theory upon wh'ich

the test was prem'ised had suggested that

students would acquire these values during the course

professional education; therefore,

jt

of their

was hypothesized

that

the

subjects' level of professional education and their adherence to
the ten values of social work would be positively related. In

of professional education increased,
the'ir adherence to the core values of social work would also increase.
other words, as the subjects' level

The second

portion of the present study, the Neìkrug

value orientatjons questionnaire, examìned the subjects' value-based

solutions to certajn

common

practice situations. This portion of

the research was based upon the theory of value operationalization
which linked the acquisition

of professional

values to effective

practice.

The questionnaire was premised on

was no one

partìcular value orientatjon for social work, rather that

the belief that there

there were a number of professionalìy-acceptable solutions to
common

practice situations. l,lhi'le subjects could choose

many

among the

acceptable solutions, socìalizat'ion theory had suggested that the

faculty

members would

act as role

models

for the students and, as

such, would influence the students' select'ion among the problem

solutions. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the students' level
of professional education would be pos'itively reìated to the value
orìentation of the faculty group. In other words, the higher the.
students' level of professional education, the more similar their
value orientation would be
teaching them.

to the value orìentation of the faculty
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A third section
demographic and

of the research instrument elicited

social data on the subjects. The section included

variables which were bel'ieved to be related to the socialization
process and the subjects' values, such as age, sex, re'ligious

affil'iations and po'litical preferences. Controls

were introduced

in the subsequent analyses to ensure that the relationships found
between the subjects' level of professional education and the
dependent variables had

not been produced by these other

independent

factors

Findings

for the l"leyer's Social

The findìngs

I'leyer's soc jal
aclherence

Val ues Test

for the first portion of the study (the

Val ues

Test), yìeìded sign'ificant differences in

to a set of core values of the professìon for subjects

at d'ifferent levels in thejr social work education for six of the
ten values tested. For the values, Publ'ic Aid, social causation,
Pluralism, Positive Satisfaction, social Protection and secularìsm,
the subjects' scores (adherence) increased as theÍr level of
professjonal education increased. For the four remain'ing values,
Personal Freedom, Personal Goals, Self-Determinism and InnovatjonChange, the scoring
i ns i gni

fi

can

for the subjects

statistically

t.

The resuJts obtaìned were

original

was inconsístent and

f4cleod-Meyer

simjlar to the findìngs of

the

project in that they also found a positive
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relationship

between

the subjects' level of education and seven of

the ten value dimensionr.5 However, direct comparisons betrveen the

earlier study and the present

one were hampered as the instrument

been revised during the period between

haC

the two projects and only

five of the original ten value dimens'ions appeared in the present
study" These were Personal Freedom, Social causation, pluralisrn,
Positive-Satisfaction and Innovation-Change. Results similar to the
Mcleod-Meyer findings were obtained

for four of the repeated

dimensi ons "

No

significant, positive relationship

level of profess'ional education
was found'in

between

the subjects'

and the value, Personal Freedom,

either study. Sìgnificant, pos'itive relationshìps

found between the subjects'

r'rere

level of professional education and the

values, social causatìon, Plural ism and Positjve Satisfaction, in
both studìes.

The
Change,

results for the fifth repeated dimension, innovation-

differed for the two studies. l¡Jhile McLeod-Meyer found

a sìgnificant, posi tive relationship between the subjects'

level of professional education and the value dimension,
Innovation-Change, the findings

for the present project

vrere

unclear and insìgnificant. The difference in results betv¡een the

for the Innovation-change value cljmensíon may have
reflected the different times in which the test r¿¡as admin'istered.
The Mcleod-l4eyer research lvas conducted in the earìy l960's, a time
of general publìc acceptance of technological change and social
two projects
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progress. In the early 1980's

when

the present project was completed,

the pub'lic attitude toward change appeared to have shifted. At the
time of the present study, a neo-conservative, "back-to-the-basics"
movement was

gaining

and there appeared

to

had been during the

of the student

and

momentum

in both Canada and the United

be more concern about

social

States,

change than there

1960's. Thus, the relative'ly low scores for all

faculty groups on the

Innovation-Change yalue

dimension may have indicated a change 'in general

professional values between the time

societal

and

of the present study and the

time of the Mcleod and l4eyer research two decades previous.

A major question which arose w'ith regard

to the find'ings for

the Meyer's Social Values Test portion of the present project
why

did the part'icular

val ues, Publ.ic

was

Aid, Social Causation, Plural

Positive Satisfaction, Sociaì Protection and Secularism

ism,

produce

results which supported the hypotheses while the values,

Personal

Freedom, Personal Goals, Self-Determinisnl and Innovatjon-Change d'id

not? lllhile there

r,ìJas

no immedjate, obv.ious expìanation

findings, there were several possìble
res ul ts

answers

for

the

for the differìng

.

One

possible

initial

explanat'ion

time lag between the development

for the results

of the instrument

was the

and the

of the test. Perhaps, as mentioned previously, some
of the core values of professional social rvork had changed (i.e.,
administering

Personal Freedom, Personal Goals, Self-Determinism and InnovationChange), during the intervenjng twenty

years. It

was

quite apparent
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that societal values
have been

had changed during the same period and

unrealjstic to expect stability in

it

may

all of the professional

values over so long and tumultuous a tìme.

In the ear'ly 1960's'in the United States, when the Mcleodl4eyer study was developed and conducted, the American government

was

beginning to wage'its war on poverty" This "war", which was intended.

to address the rising discontent
disadvantaged ethnic

minorit'ies,

programs emphasizing human

very involved

among

the poor and various

encompassed

rights

and

a variety of social

self-he1p. Social workers

in the implementation of the sociai

programs

were

in this

war-on-poverty movement,6 and jt can be expected that their

professional values would have been jnfluenced by the social

situation at that

time

In the earìy'1980's, the time of the present project,

many

social programs such as 'legal aid, medicare, and government pension
schemes, had become institutionalized 'in both the United States and
Canada. As well, the attitude

of the public

seemed

to

have shifted

of socja'l programs to a general criticism
of the "welfare state." This shift in public attitude and changes
in social programming from the 1960's to the 1980's may have influenced
the professional values of social work and may account for the
results obtained for the values, Personal Freedom, Personal Goals,
from a concern over a lack

Sel

f-Determj ni sm and Innovati on-Change

0r,

perhaps the value dinensions Personal Freedom, Personal
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Goals and Self-Determinism, never represented the core values of

social work.

It is also possitlle that the items which were

to tap those three dimensíons d'id not truly measure them.
The earlier testing of the value djmension by Mcleod and Meyer a'lso
developed

did not support the hypothesis that adherence to the value,
Freedom, would increase as

Personal

the subjects' level of professìonal

education increased. This finding may suggest that Personal
was not one

of the core professional values at

any

time.

Freedom

Since the

other two value dimensions, Personal Goals and Self-Determinìsm,

in the origina'l studies, there was no way of knowing
whether similar results would have been obtaíned for them. However,
the fact that the two dimensions were not identified by Mcleod and

were not included

of social work for their studies lends support
to the suggestion that Personal Goals and Self-Determinism may never

l4eyer as core values

have been core values

of the profession.

for the results was that the
to the Unjvers'ity of l,lanjtoba School of Social

Another possible exp'lanatjon

findings were unique
I,Jork and

that the four values, Personal Freedom, Personal

Goals,

Self-Determinism and Innovation-Change, were accepted as core values

of the profess'ion by other schools of social work. At least three
of the values, Personal Freedom, Personal Goals and Self-Determinism,
well, represented
a belief in'individual'ism. However, at the time of the study, the
faculty and curriculum at the Universjty of Manitoba School of
Social t^lork appeared to adhere to a "grou/'perspective. A soc'ial
and perhaps the

fourth value,

InnovaÈìon-Change as
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democratjc
many

party, the New Democratic Party

of the faculty

former dean

(NDP), was openiy supported by

members. This support was evident

of the School and one other

facul

ty

in that the

member had

run i n

provincial elections as candidates for the party and other faculty
members had

who

assisted

in their

campa'ign. As

well, the faculty

members

part'icipated in the present study overwhelmìngly chose the N.D.p.

in response to the question on polit'ical preference. The general
ideology of the staff at the school seemed to be a rejection of
rugged indivjdualism in favour of the collective" There was a
fairly heavy emphasis on radical thought, conflict, l4arxian
ideologyandcommunity work in the curriculum. (For example, field
placements for undergraduate students included practice experience in
a socÍal work collective, placement with the Manitoba Federat'ion of
Labour, p'lacement

for

in

an unemployed Help centre

set up as an advocacy

difficulties with their Unemployment Insurance
claims, and field units at community resource and information centres
centre

persons hav'ing

as urell as the more

traditional soc'ial case work settìngs.

Graduate

course work included a course on social and economjc inequafity taught

by a self-avowed

socialist.)

While the extent to which

perspect'ive and accompanyìng values, as

this

ideologìcal

far as other professional

were concerned, remained unknown, ít was concluded

schools

that the

generalizabilìty of the results hinged upon the extent to wh'ich other
professìonal schools shared a
Mani

toba School

of Social

common

jdeology wjth the university of

tnlork.

A sim'ilar explanation could also be applied
djnrensions which supported

to the six

value

the hypotheses. Again, the results could
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have been unique
and

to the Universjty of

lvlanitoba School

of Socjal tlork

not appl icabì e to most other professi ona'l school s .

Horvever, gi ven

the fact that empirical support for the hypothesis that professional
education affects student values was obtained

for four of the six

dimensions

(i.e."

in previous

projects

Public Aid,8 social causation,

Plural'ism, and Positive Satisfact'ion),9 this explanatjon seemed quite
un'l'ikely

In summary, the findings for the Meyer's Social Values Test

in the present

study yie'lded general support

VI, ViiI and IX.

The subjects'adherence

for

Hypotheses

I, IV, V,

to the values, Publ'ic Aid,

Social Causation, Pluralism, Positive Satisfaction, Social Protection
and Secularism increased as

increased.

From

their level of professional

the findìngs

it

was concluded

education

that social

vrork

education did change the students' adherence to professional values

in the direction desired by the profession.
Findings

for the Neikrug Value 0rientations Questionnaire

The

findings for the second portìon of the study revealed

for the hypothesis that students with higher levels
of professional educatìon would show greater similarity in value
orientations to the faculty group than students at lower levels.
students at jncreasingly higher levels of professional education
general support

showed

increasing adherence to the Envjronmental Value 0rientation,

the value orientation preferred by the faculty group, and decreasìng
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adherence

to the Traditional

Value Orientation, the value orientation

least preferred by the faculty group. l'lhile the results for
value orientations were

statistically signjficant,

movement alay

from the Tradjtional Value 0rientatjon was pronounced while
toward the Environmental value Orientation lvas onìy

- if

movement

slight.

finding led to the question...what is taking the place of
Traditional Value 0rientation

both

This

the

anythìng? There appeared to

be

several possible answers to the question.

First,

though the instrurnent was tested

validity during the factor anaìysis

phase

for construct

of the research, it

was

in the questìonnaire did not realìy measure
Value Orientation. The subjects truly may have

possìble that the items
an Env'ironmental

favoured an Environmental value Orientatjon but did not perceive

the solutions to the problems to reflect such .an approach. Secondly,
the students and faculty who partìcìpated in the project may have
held other professional value orientations which were not exanined

in the study.

And,

if thìs was the case, then it

became necessary

to ask the question...how can alternate value orjentations

be

distinguìshed and measured? Thirdly, the subjects may not

have

had any strong professional value

orientation at

all.

Since the

rating scale in the instrument allowed for levels of preference,

it

was possible

that a strong rejection of

impìy a strong acceptance

of

one onientation díd not

another.

Finally, the results obtained for the second portíon of
research may have been unique

to the University of l4anitoba

the

School
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of social

l.lork and not applicable

this final explanation

However,

to other professionaì schools.

seemed

unlikely since Neikrug had

similar results in his study on Israeli students. In the
earlier project, the subjects had favoured the Environmental-Active
produced

(Crossroads) orientation over both the Therapeutic-Anaìytic and the

Bureaucratic orientations, though the scorìng 'in that project was also

not high

enough

for the Crossroads

Value Orientation

as the predomìnant value orientation
Therefore,

of israeli social work students.

in both studies, though a contemporary

was preferred over an

to be ìdentified

environmental approach

individualized, traditional orientation, the

preference was not strong enough and consistent enough to suggest that

the Environmental value Orientation was the sole, domjnant value
orjentation of the subjects.

The
seemed

to

find'ings
students

results for the second portion of the present project also

be consistent with the

earlier portion of the.research.

for the l4eyer's soc'ial values Test had indicated that the
and faculty at the University of Manitoba School of Social

þlork dìd not favour values which emphasized the

of the grorp.l0

As

well, their

individual instead

demonstrated adherence

to

such

values as Public Aid, Social causation, Positive satisfactíon

and

Social Retribution clearly indicated an environmental orientation

in which many problems would be viewed as soc'ially, rather than
jndivjdually, created. These results appeared to support the

of the second portìon of the study, that the subjects
rejected a traditional, indjvidualìzed approach to social work

conclusion

practice and favoured the environmentally-focussed interventions.

The
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The second portion

of the present project

represented the

operationalization of social work values. since the findings for

this portion of the research

supported Hypotheses

xi

and

xII

that

students with higher levels

of professional education would be more
similar in value orientations to the faculty group than students
at lower levels, it was concluded that professional education did
have an impact upon the students' operationalization

values

in the directìon

The Findings

The

for

of

professional

desired by social work educators.

both Sectjons

of the Study

results of the study indicated that profess'ional education

pos'itively impacted upon both the students' acquisition of the
values

of social work and their operationaljzation of

.

core

these

The f i rst porti on

of the research , the i4eyer' s
Social Values Test, revealed that students at hjgher leveì of
professionaì education demonstrated greater adherence to the ideal
values of social work than students at lower levels, and the
second portion of the research, Neikrug's value orientations
questìonnai re, demonstrated a simì I ar posi t j ve rel at'ionshi p betr,reen
levels of professional education and professjonal value orientations.
professi ona'l val

ues

l,Jilbur Moore's contention that students merely learned but did not

incorporate professjonal values was not supported.ll The students

in the study seemed to have learned and ìncorporated the values of
social work. Not on'ly did their voiced adherence to the values of
the pr"ofessjon increase as their level of professional educat'ion
increased, but the educational process aìso impacted upon their
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value-based decision-making

in

simulated practice

situations.

The

findings of the present project were sim'ilar to the results of the
origìna1 McLeod-l4eyer study, Barbara varley's 1963 study on student
values and social work education,l3 Marcorm Brown's research,l4
Feldman's studyl5 and Sharr¡,¡ell's

study.l6 All of these

researchers

found that social work education did ìmpact upon the students'
adherence

to particuìar professional values and they aìso found that

the impact was in the direction desired by professionaì educators.
The only known, previous study

social work education

upon

to

examine

the impact of

the students' operationalization of professional

values was Neikrug's study.lT hlhile his find'ings supported the position

that professional educatjon can impact upon student values, Neikrug

of the impact to be inconsistent. However, in
the present project, the impact of professional educatìon upon the
found the direction

students' operationalization of the values of social work was found

to

be both

signìficant

and generaìly consistent.

Therefore, the findjngs

of the project

provided support

for the theory regarding professional education and student values.
In the research, the professìonal education process did appear to
induce change in the professional values

th'is

change encompassed both components

of socjal work students
in the inculcation of a

and

professjonal vaiue system, the acquisition and the operationa'lization

of professional values.
and

Given the theory

linking professional values

social work practice, the findìngs of the project appeared to

have

l3l
si gn'i

ficant imp'l ications for professional education specifically

and professional practice i n general

Implications of the

.

Research

The present research

project supported the contention that

professionaì education can have a signìficant impact upon the
professional values of social work students and the study indicated

that the

'impact encompassed two djmensions: the students' acquisition

their operational'ization of the values of the profession. This
focus on the two djmensions of a social work value system has added
s'ignifìcantly to the findings of previous research'in the area of
and

education and values,

for it

has addressed an important issue in

the professional socialization process. The 'issue, whether students
mereìy learn but do not incorporate the values
had been suggested but not

projects.

l4ost

directly

of the research

addressed

of the profession,
in several previous

undertaken had focussed on the

subjects' stated adherence to the values of the profession,
assum'ing

the ìinkage

between values and

one known study had attempted

socjal work practice.

to prov'ide empìrical support for

Only

the

theory link'ing professional values and practice and that study
by Neìkrug had produced inconsistent

results.

As the theory of

professìonal socialization has linked values with efficacy in

practice and professional values have been viewed as having
worth except as guidel'ines

little

for professional behavior",lB un

of both the students' voiced adherence to the values of
socìal work and their operationalizatjon of those values in practice,
examination

13?

appeared

to be necessary.

The present

project represented such

an

examjnation. For this reason, the findings of the present project
have

significant implications for professional education

and

professional practice.

that professional education can

The study has demonstrated

have an impact upon both the students' stated adherence

to the val ues

of social work and their value-based decision-making in professional
practice. The findings underljne the importance of education in values
during professional socialization and the necessity of educators

to be cognizant of their role in the transmission of

values.

of the present study have indicated that some of
the recognized values of the profession may no'longer be valid.
Several of the "ideal" social work values included jn the Meyer's
The findings

Social Values Test

(i.e.,

Personal Freedom, Personal Goals, Self-

did not receìve generaì support

Determ'inism and innovation-Change),

from the subjects, leading

to the conclusion that the values may no

ìonger represent (or never represented) the core values

professìon. Educators at the Universi'ty of
l,lork should re-examine these values
contemporary

the

of Social
their val ìdìty for

Manìtoba School

determine

practìce. If the values are inval'id then they

no longer be taught as
on such

to

of

ideals,

and

should

practjce techn'iques pred'icated

beliefs must be re-evaluated.

If the values are determined

to be valid'ideals for the profession, then the faculty at the school
must re-examjne their teaching methods v¡iih respect to these values
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to ensure that they are be'ing adequately transmítted to the students.

If the values identjfied by I'lcleod and Meyer are no ìonger
valid, it wouìd be important to deternine what values, ìf any, have
repiaced them. If professìonal educators expect to produce
practitioners with a firm professional value base, then the educators
themselves must have a

clear understandìng of the current values of

social work and the relat'ionsh'ip

between these values and contemporary

practice methodoiogies. As well, educators must be aware of the

manner

in which values are transmitted to ensure congruence between their
overt teachings and their covert instruction as role models for the
students.

of the present research project also appeared
to have significant implications for the recruitment of social
workers. If one of the goals of professìonal education is to produce
The find'ings

practitioners wjth a firm professional value base, then

it

would

seem

that the goaì could be more easily achieved by seìecting students
whose personal values are most cornpatible

with the professional

values. And, the results of this project

have suggested that

such a student would be female,

either Jewjsh or having no religious

affiliation, preferring the New Democratic Poljtical Party, and
expressìng an jnterest

in social work policy and research!19 lth'¡1"
restrjctions on student recruitment for reasons of re'lig'ious affilìation,
sex or pofitica'l preference obviously would not be feasjble, and a
generaì screening of appl'icants to professional schools for value
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congruence would be extremely

difficult,

of the potential for conflict

between professional values and personal

values, and should address this issue

educators should be aware

in their

student recrujtment

and teachi ngs.

ly,

of most 'importance, the project has imp]ìcatjons
for professional practice. The present research has demonstrated that
Final

and

educators have been hav'ing some success

in

changing the values of

students and this change is being refìected

in their practice

behaviour. Providing the value change is maintained foìlowing
graduation, the project has demonstrated that professional education
may have

a significant impact upon sociaì work practice.

Recommendations

for Further Study

The study has raised a number

of

issues relevant

work education, the social work profession, and

to social

to professional

in general. The findings of the Meyer's social Values
Test seemed to suggest changes in the core values of the profession,
education

particularly with reference to issues'involving individual-group

jnterface.

of the current professional ì'iterature,
wíth a view towards the jdentjficatìon of contemporary trends
and values in social work, has been'indicated. Folìowjng such a
An examination

review, the Social Values Test could be revised to reflect the

current value profile for the profession and an additional study on
student adherence to the revised set of professiona'l values could

be
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undertaken. The latter study would provide an even better indicator

of the success of educators in transmitting student values and could
even be used to test djfferent methods of teaching va'lues with
different groupings of students.
The

results of the Neikrug questionnaire ind'icated the

need

for further research in the area of operationalization of the values
of the profession. t'lejkrug's original theory regarding va'lue
orientations and the notion that social workers can hold a variety

of professionally-acceptable value orientat'ions still appear to hold
great promise for research in the area of professional socialization;

in order to identify specific
social work value orientat'ions and to relate these orientations to
the core values of the professìon.
however, much work would be requ'ired

The

results of this study and others in the area of professional

educatjon and student values have suggested some pre-socialization
among

social work students.'O (For, even the beginn'ing students

to the social work ideals than the oppos'ing vaìues for
the first portion of the research.) Thìs evidence of anticìpatory

were closer

socialization raises questjons about the need to explore the
experiences

that lead a person to

choose

a career in social

ljfe

rvork,

their acquisition of
and future practice activities

and the impact these experiences may have upon

values during school'ing

The data support'ing

education

the theory regardìng the role of

in value acquisition

and value change has raised'important
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for professional educators. Do students acquire most of
values of the profession through direct teaching or through
issues

the

identifjcation with the facu'lty? If it is through identjfícation with
the faculty, what attributes make facuìty members more or less'likely
to be chosen as role models? lrlhat professional values are beìng
taught and how are these values linked to practice activities?
These questions should be addressed through

further research.

0n the basis of thjs study and others

jn the area, it

apparent that the professional socialization process
The

is

was

very complex.

role of the professional educator in the process continues to

in order for educators to formulate objectives
design curricula which will contribute to the development of
requíre study

competent

practitioners,

and values must continue

target for researchers in this

and

to be a primary

area.

In essence, this research project has demonstrated that
professional education does have an ímpact upon student values, both

wìth regard to the studentsrvoiced adherence to the core values of
the profession and with regard to the operationalization of those
values ìn professional

practice.

well, the study has shown that
the change in student values appears to be in the direction desired
As

by professional educators. As professiona'l values are assumed to
provide the framework for practice
have

activity, the project findings

led to the conclusion that professional education can produce

sìgn'ifjcant changes in the professional behav'iour of social
practi ti oners.

work
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APPENDIX A
INFORMATION GIVEN TO SUBJECTS

SOCIAL WORK VALUES AND ORIENTATIONS QUESTIONNATRE

This questionnaire has two purposes. First1y, it
represents a continuing exploration into the nature of social
work values and secondly, the questionnaire is part of a
research project designed to study the effect of the socialwork education process on professional values. The stud.y
findings should provide one background against which various
objectives and principles of social work education, related
to the Leaching of professional- values, can be assessed. Your
participation in this study wil-1 assist us both in meeting
the research goals and., hopefully, in evaluating and improving
the quali-ty of social work education "
The questionnaire is comprised of three sections:

Part A deals wj-th attitudes toward certain ideological statements and issues, Part B tests orientations to some common
practice situations and in Part C we ask you to supply some
basic background information. Pfease do not write your name
on the questionnaire as your responses should remain anonymous.
There is no way we can identify the information provided by
any individual as there are no identifying marks or numbers on
the questionnaires.
Your participation in this study is encouraged since
the findings of this study will be made avail-able to the School
of Social Work and its students. Please complete the
questionnaire as soon as possibl-e and return it to the General
Office, School of SociaL Work, 5th fl-oor, Tier Building.
A box has been provided in the office for the collection of
the guestionnaires.
Thank you for your co-operation.

Leslie King
Graduate Student
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APPENDiX

B

f{EYER,S SOCIAL VALUES TEST

PART A

The following statements are designed to elicit your views on
certain issues. There are no "right" or "\nrrong" answers to this
part of the questionnaire, only honest differences of opinion.
Please answer each statement by circling the column which
indicates your opinion by using the fol-l-owing key:

SA
A
D
SD

=
=
=
=

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE

DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

PLEASE ANSWER EVERY ITEM. If you are unsure about your opinion
on any issue, pick the opinion which seems most reasonable to you.
(Though some items may seem similar, all items are different.)

Circle the column indicating your opinion for each item.
1.

The federal government is going too far
towards creating a "welfare state".

SA

A

D

SD

2.

No one ever has the right

SA

A

D

SD

3.

When

a married couple with children is
having serious problems getting along
together, their first consideration should
be to keep the famity together at all
costs.

SA

A

D

SD

4.

Except when there is a depression or
recession, anyone in our country can get
a job if he really tries.

SA

A

D

SD

5.

It is usually better for people to 1ive
in neighbourhoods where everyone is
about the same age and income group rather
than where there are great differences.

SA

A

D

SD

6.

Everyone should bel-ieve in and practice
some religion.

SA

A

D

SD

7.

People can actually do very little
change their l-j-ves.

SA

A

D

SD

B. Having to struggle for what you get in
life is the best way to develop character.

SA

A

D

SD

9.

SA

A

D

SD

suicide

to commit

to

Any abl-e-bodied individual who ref uses
to take a job should not receive
assistance.
145
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KEY: SA

=

STRONGLY AGREE

¡\

AGREE

t)

DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

SD=

SA

A

DSD

SA

A

DSD

12. Personal freedom incl-udes freedom to do
something that is damaging to oneself.
13. It is more important that families stay
together than that individuals within
famil-ies achieve their o\^/n personal goa1s.
t.4. In normal times when people are in need,
it is generally due to some problem of
their own making.

SA

A

D

SD

SA

A

D

SD

SA

A

DSD

t_5.

Trying to get different people to mix
d.oesntt make much sense.

SA

A

D

SD

r6.

There shoul-d be stricter observance of.
the Sabbath, the religious day of rest.

SA

A

D

SD

Lt.

Since most things are inevitable, people
shoul-d relax and enjoy themselves.

SA

A

D

SD

IB.

People who have suffered a great dealare more likely to have a strong
character than those who have not.

SA

A

D

SD

19.

People who refuse to help themsel-ves
should have to suffer the consequences.

SA

A

n

SD

20.

The solutions our parents found to the
problems of livj-ng are oftentimes not
very workable for today's generation.

SA

¡\

D

SD

2T

Government should do more than it

is
presently doing to see that everyone has
access to adequate social servj-ces.

5A

A

DSD

22.

Even if we were sure that smoking
marijuana caused cancer, a person should
be free to decide whether he wants to
smoke it or not.

bA

¿

DSD

10.

should always spend less time trying
to find new ways to handle delinquency

We

and emphasize time-tested techniques

which seem to be forgotten.

11. If the government does too many things
for people we may wind up a country of
weaklings

"
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KEY: SA
A
D
SD

=
=
=
=

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE

DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

- Your family should al-ways be put ahead
of your personal career.

SA

A

D.

SD

24. What people achieve in life is almost
entirely a product of their own will and.
determination.

SA

A

D

SD

25. People should l-j-ve among their own kind..

SA

A

D

SD

26. Science is a good thing even if it
challenges such fundamental things
religj-ous practices.

SA

A

D

SD

27. Everybody's fate is really more dependent
on others than on what he himself does.

SA

A

D

SD

28. A person is better off if he has to work
and sacrifice for what he gets.

SA

A

D

SD

SA

A

D

SD

30. Ways of doing things that have grov/n over
a long time are likely to have much
wisdom in them.

SA

A

D

SD

31. Government is at present providing many
services that shoul-d be l-eft to individual
enterprise.

SA

A

D

SD

32. As long as it doesn't hurt anyone else, a
person should be al1owed to do anything
he wants to.

SA

A

D

SD

It's almost always wrong to sacrifice the
interests of the i-ndividual for those of
the group.
34- A person's character j-s pretty much what
he makes it-

SA

A

D

SD

SA

A

D

SD

SA

A

D

SD

SA

A

D

SD

23

29.

as

Everyone who is in needr rro matter what

the reason, has a right

helped

to expect to be

33.

35.

It is good for people to associate wj-th
those who have interests and values very
different from their orrn.

36. While there are conditions in the world
today that may seem unjust, there is
probably a divine purpose behind them.
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KEY: SA
A
D
SD

=
=
=
=

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
DTSAGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

37. A person really has very little control
over his destiny
38. ïf things come too easily for people,
they won't appreciate them.
39. Vüe shoul-d try' to help peopJ-e who are in
difficulty regardless of wheLher they are
making an effort to help themselves.
40. The ways of the past are hardly ever
adequate to handle present day problems.

SA À

D

SD

SA À

D

SD

SA À

D

SD

SA À

D

SD
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NEIKRUG'S VALUE ORIENTATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
B

This part of the questionnaire j-s made up of a number of situations,
problems and professional issues taken from social work practice.
In each item you are requested to evaluate al-Ì of the alternative
choices and rank each alternative in terms of your preference for it
as the sol-ution to the situati-on.
Rank the al-ternatives on a scale
of 1 to 5 using the fol-l-owing key: 5 = highest preference t
4 = preferred, 3 = intermediate preference, ) = not preferred but
acceptable, 1 - not preferred.
While there nray be instances wherein your own position differs from
all of the alternatives.offered
for a situation, we ask that you
indicate your preference for each of the given responses, assurning
that these alternatives are the only ¡>ossible solutions to the
problem. In instances where you feel that you lack sufficient
information or knowledge to evafuate the al-ternatives, rank the
responses according to what you feel would be the most suitable
option, least preferred option, etc. Remember there are no "right"
or "wrong" answers in this questionnaire; we are only interested
in what seens most right to you.
PLEASE RANK EACH OF T}IE ALTERNATIVES FOR EVERY ITEM BY CIRCLTNG THE
NUT.IBER T{HICH INDICATES YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THAT RESPONSE.

54J21-

HIGIIEST PREFERENCE

1.

You are the director

PREF'ERRED

INTER¡4EDIATE PREFERENCE
LEAST PREFERRED
NOT PREFERRED

of a social service agency interviewing
potential employees. You asked each to describe the ideal
place to work. The following are excerpts from the ansv/ers of
each. Pl-ease rank the three applicants.
"I don't care if the work is hard and requires
overtíme or even interferes with my private
l-ife from time to time. I only ask that the
rvork be meaningful and that I have the resources to intervene successfully. "

12345

b.

"I want to be free to create a work situation
suited to my needs wherein I can be me. As
long as I do my job well, I want maximum
professional freedom. "

12345

C.

"I am interested in professional growt.h and
am looki ng for a job wherein I will find the
necessary condition for my professional growth

12345

and development.

"
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5432t:

HI GI.]EST PREFEREI.TCE

2.

Three social- workers \^/ere discussing their respective agencies
Rank the agencies as though you were tooking for employment.

PREFERREI)

INTERMEDIATE PREFERENCE
LEAST PREFERRED
NOT PREFERRED

a. one statecl, "My agency is most effective as
a mecliating force between the various elements
involved in a given problem. We help the
parties move to a position of greater harmony
and. see compromise as the road to problem
resofution and getting along in society".
b. Another commented, "My agency is interested
in helping individuals and groups gain
mastery over the conditions of their l-ives.
We help them create situations and make
changes in their environment in accord
with their interests".
c.

A third worker states, "In my agency we work
with individuals and groups to help them gain
Since in complex societies people are
insight.
often unabl,e to control the events that occur
it ís important that they develop the inner
resources to withstand stress and conflict" -

I 234

5

I 234

5

-

L2345

A professor of social work has argued that in the very near
fulure the professional will be forcecl to make some very difficult
Please rank the
decisions in the area of service delivery.
follorving options.
I 2 3 4 5
a. one option is to concerrtrate on the portions
of the population who are in the most severe
long-ternt stress even if thj-s means cut-backs
Ín other services.
b.

c.

Another option is to de-ernphasize remedial
services geared to long-term ongoing problems
ancl develop a netv¡ork of here and now oriented
crisis centres offering short-term service to
a great number of clients.
A third option is to em¡;hasíze primary preventíon of social problems. Thus we would
concentrate resources in the sectors of
society which, if changed, would mean fev,rer
problems in the future

I2345

12345
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HIGIIEST PREFERENCE

L

Because of the particularly

5.

PREFERRED

INTERMEDIATE PREFERENCtr
LEAST PREFERRED
NOT PREFERRED

nature of agricultural
difficult
life (crop failures, li-vestock plagues' etc.) , it ís possíble
that the problem of economic maintenance in rural agrarian
areas represent a special case. Ilere are three possible policies
rel-atecl to this problem. Rank each alternative in terms of its
value as a basis for social policy.
a.

In times of misfortune, the farmer shoul-d
receive individual aid and loans. He should
be viewecl in terms of his credit rating and
not be compared to others.

L2345

b.

The farmers in a given community should work
together to develop systems of mutual support
and assistance

12345

c.

The individual farmer should turn to the
and
political
movement of his affiliation
ask for help until things get better.

I 2 3 4

5

Social- workers in the area of delinquency maintain various
for delinquents. The
attitudes regarding total- institutions
following attitudes are amonq them. Please rank them in terms
of their validity.

a.

For most delinquents, anti-social behaviour
is confined to the adolescent years and
provided they have the opportunities they wilI
outgrow this behaviour as they reach young
adul-thood. The correctional- institute tends
to prolong deÌinquent behaviour by putting
lesser delinquents in contact with more
hardeneci types with whom they identify and
frorn whont they learn delinquent behaviour.

I 2 3 4

5

b.

lulost delinquents suffer from character disorders whose symptoms are inadequate super-ego

12 34

5

to form and
controls, impulsiveness, inability
maintain meaningful relationships to list but
a few. Such an individual is usually unmotivated to receive help and unable to benefit
is often
from psycho-therapy. The institution
the best available context for modifying antisocial- behaviour by providing controls,
manipulating rev¡ards and punishment, and
observing both indivioual and group behaviour.
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_ INTERMEDIATE PREFERENCE
= LEAST PREFERRED
= NOT PREFERRED
School- social workers recently identified three profess ional
Rank them in terms of what
roles of practice in this field.

you believe ought to be the role.
a. One role is seen as helping the chil-d meet
thedemandsofschool,fittingintohisclass
and adjusting to the pressures of the system'
b. Another role is one of interpreting the needs
ofthechildrentotheteachersandtheneeds
ofthesystemtothechildrenSothatproblems
can be worked out to a harmonious solution'
c.

A third role is that of intervention into the
social organization of the school to create
a system Lfrat is more responsive to human

I 2345
I 2345

I 2345

needs.

7.

interfn an attempt to develop a unifiecl philosophy of social were
vention on Indian reserves, three different approaches rank
considered. As a social worker on one of the reserves,
each as a basís for professional practice '
I 2 3 4 5
a. one approach emphasizecl the organj-zation o'f
community groups which would al-low the
resictents of the reserve a forum for
ventilation of their problems, and development of a sense of solidarity and togetherness.
b.

Another approach emphasized the growth.
potentiaf- õf the residents themselves in
L"t*= of their culturaI, educational and
social fevels ' It was argued that as
residents grow socially and personally they
are better able to manage the problems of
living on the reserves The third approach emphasizes the ability
of the resiããnts on the reserves to affect
changes in their environment by direct
actión prograns - Flere the emphasis is on
doing and accomPlishing -

L2345

12345
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IITGTIEST PRtrFIÌRNNCf,
PRËFERRED

INTERMEDTATE PREFEREI.]CE

LEAST PREFERRED
NOT PREFERRED

After a study of the practice needs of social workers it was
concluded that three professional tools should be developed.
Please rank the tools in terms of their importance for professional practice.
a.

An ego-function profile which can be easily
administered and wil-l give rel-iable and

t 2 3 4

5

A social history form which will provide
information and prepoint all major developmental problems of the first five years of
life
A basic prognostic test that will provide
data on the possibility of future problems
based on knowfedge of present conditions.

I 2 3 4

5

valid information about an individual's ego
capacity in each of the rel-evant dimensions.

b.

c.

L2345

It is possible to send one social worker from each city agency
to Ottawa for a week-long conference . His/bter expenses will be
paid and there witl be considerable status associated r,vith this
How shoul-d the delegates be chosen? Rank the
opportunity.
al-ternatives
vote of aI1
if there
even
agency
in
lvorkers
each
the
against.
majority
is a sizable

One way is by simple majority

and committee
and reach a

b.

Another way is for the director
of senior workers to deliberate
decision.

c.

Another way is that there be sufficient
group process in the agency that all or
almost all of the workers reach a mutual
decis ion

.

r2345
12345
12345
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= INTERMEDIATE PREFERENCE
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10

Three social workers were discussing the problem of mental
health. Pl-ease rank each as a potentiaì- co-worker of yours in

a psychiatric unit.
a. "Mental- il-Iness is part of the human condition. I2 3 4
The d.ifference between health and il-lness is
quantitative, not qualitative. There is an
element of illness in us all. No one is
absolutely healthy, thus anyone can increase
his degree of health. "
12345
b. "Mental- illness is a response on the part of

5

the inclividual to hostile conditions in the
environment. Intervention must be directed
factors in the
toward the etiological
environment. t'

c.
r1.

12345

Given what you know to be true about mental healtn, rank the
following three attributes from most compatible tuÍth mental
health to l-east compatible.
a

12.

He can
"I believe that man is born neutral.
achieve health or illness based upon what he
makes of the assets at his disposal. "

.

I am flexible.

I can adapt and fit

in.

I am abl-e to both

b.

I work towards compromise.
give and take.

c.

I work toward making a place for mysel-f where
I can real-1.y be me.

2345
I 2345

1

L2 3 4

5

The fol-lowing are three ways that individual-s relate to their
work. Rank them as to how conducive they are to mental health.

a.

I work hard and v¡ant to see things get done.
I am interested in seeing results and
accomplishing what I set out to do.

I 2 3 4

b.

I want to be my ov/n person. I want to enloy
my work and my l-if e as much as I can. I want
to feel- that I am in control of ny work ano r.y
destiny and think and act in ways that best
suit the way I really am.
I want to grow as a person and I see my job
as a central opportunity for developing my
unique and individual- sel-f .

L2345

c.

L2345

5
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HIGHEST PREFERENCE
PREFERRED

INTERI/IEDIATE P REFERENCE
LEAST PREFERRED
NOT PREFERRED

The fotlowing are the attitudes of three day care teachers.
Rate each as a potential teacher for your own chi ldren.
r2345
a. "Today we need a revival of the values
of our nation. Lack of connection with the
past causes the problems of the future.
Connection with the past gives meaning to
the present and hope to the future-"

b.

L4.

Page

"The past is past and the future unknown'
We onty know the present and we must help
chitdrèn live in and with the present. "

12345

"The healthy man lives with expectation for
the future and the belief that things can
be changed and improved. "

12345

In a recent conference on occupational mental health, three
Rank the positions'
positions \¡,/ere put forth.
I 2 3 4
a. One position argued that where division of
authórity is clear, where responsibilities
are well-defined, there is greater role
less emotional stress and therefore
clarity,
fewer individual Problems.
I 2 3 4
b. Another position is that mutual colleagueal
support minimizes emotional stress resultant
from the rol-e ambiguity and role stress
inevitable in a job, and reduces individual
problems.

c.

The third position is that the ideal work
setting is tolerant and accepting of the
fact that from time to time individ'uals
d.evelop problems and have to work them
out.

t2345

5

5
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r5.

There are three basic attitud.es regarding the relationship
between individual psychotogy and. sócial behaviour. Rank

these attitudes.
A man is essentiaÌly psychologically
healthy but environmental factors tend
to cause him to behave in ways that are
not acceptable.
Virtualty all individuals have at least
b
some neurotic personality adjustments
which are reflected from time to time in
unacceptabl-e behaviour regardless of how

12345

r2345

mil-d..

AIl unacceptable behavj-our can be explained
by either individual personality adjustment,
eñvironmental forces r oE the interaction of
the two.
t6

I2345

Three social workers were asked, "What percentage of your
clients have problems which are primarily related to their
inclividual psych-dynanrics? IVhat percentage have problems that
are primarily related to the social environment in rvhich they
Iive? Their responses were as foll-ows:
Social
PsychoDynamics

Environment

Mixed

Worker

A

672

162

162

L2345

Worker

B

332

33?

JJ.o

'>)o,

hlorker

C

16Z

672

16z

r2345
r2345

Rank the workers in terms of whose casefoad is most typical
the cl-ientele in public welfare agencies -

of
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PERSONAL CHARACTERISTiCS OF SUBJECTS

C

Please answer aII of the following questions by checking
the appropriate category or filling in the blank.

1.

What is your status at the

School of Social

Work?

2.

What year were you born?

)

What sex are you?

4. What is your marital status?

ç,4

Student
Faculty

(1)
(2)

IvIale
Femal-e

(1)
(2)

SingIe
It{arried

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)

Common-law

Separated
Divorced

Widow/Widower

other please-EþêEÏTyf
(

5.

VJhat is your
af f il-iation?

religious

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
None

other (preaêè-sþeõTTy¡
6. What country were you born in?

7.

What country was your father
born in?

Canada

united statãs-Other (please speci-fy)
Canada

(7)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(s)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)

(2)
United States
Other (please speõîTtf
(3)

B.

What country was your mother

born in?

Canada

United States
Other (please specify)

(1)
(2)
3)

9.

Which political

you prefer?

party

Liberal
Conservative

do

New Democrat

Social- Credit
Iularxis t-Leninis t
Conrmunist

None

Other (please specify)
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1)
2)
3)
4)
s)

(6)
(7)
(B)
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indicate the length of
time you have worked as a
social worker or in a social
work-related Position :
a. as a fult-time, sal-aried
Pl-ease

employee

b.

l_1

years

as a part-time, salaried
employee (do not include
any time already included
in l-0a)
as an unpaid volunteer
(d.o not include any time
already included in lOa
and/or 10b)

Pl-ease indicate the number

of years of universitY
education you have comPletedCheck only one P1ease -

I year of

6 years or

L2.

Please indicate the number
of years of post-secondarY
education other than
universitv-lî.ã. technicalschool, etc.) that You have

r_)

U

l4ore than I year but
(2)
less than 2
þì-ltr
2 years or more
-_.ì.--.--..._
(3)
less than 3
b[Emole
or
years
3
(4)
Iess than 4
but
more
or
years
4
(5)
Iess than s
moiê-5ut
or
5 years
(6)
fess than
more

(1)

/years

completed.

I3

Please indicate all- degtees/
diplomas that you have
obtained.

Undergraduate Degree
f)
in social work _(
Undergraduate Degree
in a disciPline other
than social work _(2)
Graduate Degree in
social work .-----(3)
Graduate Degree in a
cliscipline other than
social work -_-(4)
Doctoral Degree in
sociaf work --_---(5)
Doctoral- Degree in a
cliscipline oiher than
social work .---.(6)
)
None
(please
sPecifY)
Other

(B)
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14.

Please j-ndicate your

current status in social

work by placing a check
mark in the appropriate
category.

BSlrT

s
MSW part-time
l4SW regular

(oz¡
(03)
(04)
(0s)
(06)

Part-tinre Lecturer
Ful]-time Lecturer
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Full Professor

(07)
(os¡
(oe)
(10)
( 11)

Pre-t4aster

Faculty:

b.

15

(or¡

part-time
BSW regular
BSW concentrated

a. Student:

I

years have
you been attending/
working at the School
of Social Vlork?
How many

/years

Please indicate your degree
of interest in each of the
following areas of social
work by- placing a check
mark (r/) in the appropriate
column, using the key shown
at right.

Clinical

Social

[=
B_

l¿Fv .

L

D_
E=

VERY UNINTERESTED
UNINTERESTED
NEUTRAL
INTERESTED
VERY INTERESTED

å

B

q

q

tf

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Work

Social Policy
Administration
Research
Community l{ork

.l60
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16. Please indicate your degree
of interest in each of the
following fields in social
work by placing a check
mark 6A in the appropriate
columnr ìrsing the key shown
at right.

A_
B=
\-D_
[=

KEY:

VERY UNINTERESTED
UNINTERESTED
NEUTRAL
INTERESTED
VERY INTERESTED

A

B

q

q

E

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Children's Services
Family Services
Individual

Services

Health (j-ncluding
drugs c alcohol)
Mental iïealth/
Mental Retardation
Communi ty,/Ne i ghbourhood

Services

Corrections (incl-udes
prisons/probation/
parole)
Income Maintenance

L7. Students OnlY
Assuming jobs will be available,
do you plan to work as a social
worker upon graduation?

Yes
NO

(1)
(2)

APPENDIX
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COVERING LETTER TO FACULTY

GROUP

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
I NTER-DEPARTMENTAL

CO

RRES PONDENC E

DATE: September,

I

Facul

I 980

ty

TO:

Al

FROt'l:

Len Spearman

SUBJ ECT:

Attached is a questionnajre regarding social work values.
The purpose 'is described on your face sheet.

real'ize that you have received many questìonnaires in
the past few months, and aga'in we ask for your response.
However, I beìieve Leslie's work has potential to add
importantly to the knowledge about the social work

l,nle

education process and understanding values.

I

hope you

take the time to complete the questionnaire.

LS/JM

t6l
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FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO GRADUATE STUDENTS

TO:

ALL

FROM:

LESLIE KING,

I'ISI^J STUDENTS

GRADUATE STUDENT

I

NEED YOUR HELP!

I'M

CONDUCTiNG A RESEARCH PROJECT AS PART OF I4Y GRADUATE PROGRAI4 AND
NEED iNFORMATION FROM BOTH STUDENTS AND FACULTY AT THE SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WORK. I'M SHORT ON I4Y DATA FOR MASTERS'STUDENTS AND REQUEST
YOUR ASSISTANCE IN THIS REGARD

I

IF

SO, I.IOULD YOU PLEASE COMPLTTE THE ATTACHED
(AS
SOON
AS
POSSIBLE)
AND TURN IT iN TO THE GENERAL OFFICT,
QUESTIONNAiRE
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL I.JORK, sth FLOOR, TIER BUILDING. A BOX HAS BEEN
YOU IIAVE NOT ALRTADY DONE

PROVIDED

IN THE OFFICE

FOR THE COLLECTION OF THESE QUISTIONNAIRES.

THANKS

!

LESLIE

P.S. IF YOU HAVE COMPLETTD A QUESTIONNAIRE
ALONG TO AI.IOTHER STUDENT.

162

ALREADY PLEAST PASS THIS
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FACE VALIDiTY OF REVISED INSTRUMENT

PART

B

McLEOD AND MEYER

Three validators were given a copy

of the 40-item Social Attitudes

Questionnaire and a key describ'ing Mcleod and Meyer's ten value dìmensions.

to identify the dimens'ion being tested for each of
the forty statements and to identify the pole/position of the dimension
which was being emphas'ized in the item.
Each

validator

Al

was asked

I of the val i dators were practi cì ng soc'ia1 workers

undergraduate degrees
ranged from

ho'ld'ing

in social work. Their professìonal work experience

a low of three years to a high of e'ight years of field practice.

As the McLeod-Meyer Social Att,itudes Questionnaire had

been

in the ear'ly 1960's for use with groups of Amerjcan socjal workers,
slight modifications in the questionna'ire were necessary to bring severaì of
developed

the items up-to-date and relate
updat'ing encompassed

them

four items,

to the current

numbers

4,

Canadian scene. Thís

14, 21 and ?2. (Permission

from the author rvas obtained to effect these changes.)

Resul

ts

All

three validators identified the dimens'ions correctìy for all

forty items in the questionnaire.
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Onìy one valídator correctly

identified

all of the poles emphasìzed

in the items. The second validator correctly identifed 36 of the forty poles,
making errors in four items - numbers 2, 33,35 and 36; and the third val'idator
identified the wrong pole for one item, number 32
No

for

made

errors in identifying ejther the dimensions or the poles

items that had been modified

for thjs

were

research project.

Concl us i on

This.exerc'ise demonstrated face val'idity

for the revjsed questionnaire

(Part B).

PART
NE

I

C

KRUG

The three validators were given a copy

of the l6-item

Ne'ikrug

quest'ionnaire as well as a key describing Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's five
problem dimensions, the three orientat'ions

dimensions and a descrìption
used as a base
asked

related to each of the five

problem

of the three aspects of social work practice

to develop the vignettes in the test instrument. They were

to review each of the s'ixteen vìgnettes to

dìmension the vignette was supposed

determine which problem

to represent, which response related to

which value orientation, and wh'ich aspect

of social work pract'ice was be'ing

tapped by the item.

As the Ne'ikrug instrument had been developed

social work students, modifications in several items

for

use

(nirmbers

rvith Israeli

1,4,5,7,9)

.l65

were required.to

facilitate

use

of the questionnaire in Canada.

As the

instrument had never been iopyrighted and the author encouraged further

testing and modificatjon of his theory and instrument in hjs dissertation,
perm.ission from the author

Resul

to alter the questionnajre

was

not secured.

ts

Di mens i

ons:

All

three validators correcly identified the problem dimensions
for thirteen of the sixteen v'ignettes. (Items ?, 4, 5, 6, 7, B, 9, .|0, 11, 12,
13,

15, l6).

of the three validators correctly identified the problem
dimensions for an additional two vignettes in the sixteen-vignette
Two

ques t'i onnai

re

(I

tems

On'ly one

I

and 3 ) .

of the validators'ident'ified the correct dimension for

the

one remaj ni ng vignette ( ttem I 4).

0ri entati

ons

:

error in jdentifying the

in a vignette meant
automatic errors in identifying the orjentations related to each of the
responses' errors jn this section were considerably higher than in the first
As an

secti

on

d'imension tested

.

- In eight out of sixteen vignettes, al'l three validators correctly identified
all of the crientations. (ltems 2, 6,7,8, 9, ll, ,l3, 16).
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In three out of sÍxteen vignettes, the validators correctìy identified
.l0,
78% of the orientations. (Items 4,
l5).
In three out of sixteen vignettes, the validators correctìy identified
of the orientat'ions. (Items 3" 5, 12) .
In one out of sixteen v'ignettes, the validators correctìy identi fied

67%

44%

of the orj en tati ons . ( I tem I . )
In one out of sixteen vignettes, the validators correct'ly identified 33%
of the orientations. (ltem 14.)
Aspect

of Social

I'Jork Practice:

31%/100%

In five out of sixteen vignettes the validators correctly
identified the aspect of social work practice. (Items l, 6, 8,
13, l5).

18%/67%

In three out of sixteen vignettes, two out of three validators
correct'ly ìdentified the aspect of social work practice (Items
7, 12).
in three out of s'ixteen v'ignettes, one out of three val'idators

18%/33%

4,

correctly identifjed the aspect of social work practìce (Item l4).

In five out of sìxteen vignettes,

31%/0%

none

of the three validators

correctiy identified the aspect of social work practice (Items 3,

5, g, 10, l6).
Al

tered Items:

Item #l

-

fi cati on of

67%

i denti

n Aol

ident'ification of orientations

100%

i denti

fi

ca

ti

on

d'imension

of aspect of social

work pract'ice
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#4 -

Item

#5 -

Item

100%

identification of orientations

67%

identification of aspect of soc'ial work practice

100%

0%

#7 -

-

identification of

d'imension

identification of orientatìons
identification of aspect of social work practìce

100|i"

identification of

100%

identification of orientat'ions

67%

item #9

dimension

78%

67%

Item

identification of

dimension

identification of aspect of social work practice

100%

identificat'ion of

100%

tdentification of orientations

0%

dimension

identification of aspect of social work practice

Concl us i ons

This exercìse produced face validity

to the testing of the problem
The percentage

for the instrument in relation

dimensions and value orientations.

of error which occurred in the identification of

the

of social work practice depìcted in each'item indicated questìonable
validity in the testing of that dimension. However, Neikrug had not
aspect

introduced the aspect

of social work practice as a variable of the value

concept, but rather as a descriptive base with which the vignettes were

developed. Since this dimension was never compìetely described by the author

it

for evaluat'ing the results, it
as a study dimension in this research project.
and

never formed a basjs

was eliminated

APPENDIX

B

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF PART

FACTOR MATRIX USING PRINCiPAL FACTOR

DATA ON VALUE ORIENTATIONS

I{ITH

FACTOR I

N03B

-0.05777
0.50003
0.46053

NO3C

0 .01 542

NO4A

0.51240
0.05341
0.16244
0.61224
0.53493
-0. I 0l 95
0.4?205
-0.07468
0.53306
0. 37 406

NO28
NO2C

N04B
NO5A
NO5B

NO6A
NO6C
NOTB
NOTC
NOBA

rtO8B

38
3C

4A

48
5B
6A

68
6C

FACTOR

I
2

0 .07405

0.0722?
0.57557

0.lll30
0.38593
0 .38087

-0.20298
-0.21 I 40
0.69381
-0.01 644
0.51 844

-0.04092
-0.09505
0.23349
-0 .1 1 608
0 .461 49
0.36115
0 .04964

0.41 555
0. 3261 I
0.31 536
0. I 5879
0. 5l 263
0.23523
0.35406
0.56558
0.4861 0
0.c1975

NIIC
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

0.43559

0.57059
0.27196
0. 23598

N09B
t'j09C
NI OB
NI OC

E

I GENVALUE

3.92483
3.11420

ITERATIONS

FACTOR 2

0.l7ll0

NOBC

H

0.22411
-0.02490
0 .48934

-0.20365
0.4?670
0 .06566

-0.27202
-0.01772
0.65024
PCT OF VAR

CUM PCT

55. B
44.2

I00.0
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55.

B
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VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX

NO2B

FACTOR I

FACTOR 2

-0 " t 2334

0 .4217 4

0.48295
0.44419
-0.07229
0.48952
-0.00590
0. I 0263
0.63599
0.56086
-0.20627

NO2C

N03B
NO3C

NO4A
NO4B
NO5A

0.14923

0.l4l4l

0.57122
0 .1 8793
0 .38957

0.401

l4

NOTB

0 .41 965

-0. I 0751
-0.12759
0.67023
0.04794

N07C

-0. I 5265

0.501 05

NOSA
NOBB

0.53309
0.3841 7
0. I 3361
0 .5Bl 6l
0. I 9861
0. I 7B3l

0.0406?
-0 .03706
0.25680
-0.02796

NOSB

NO6A
NO6C

N08C
NO9B

N09C
NI OB
NI OC

0 .4031 7

NIIC

0.28823

NI 38

0.31 548

NI 3C

0.08?52
0.53764
0. I 6760
0. 33996
0.60037

NI 4A
NI 48
NI 5B
NI 6A

Nl 6ts
NI 6C

TRAI'ISFORI\IAT

FACTOR I
FACTOR 2

0 .1187 4

-0.07937

-0 .18285
0 .05641
0 .64568

FACTOR I

FACTOR 2

0.98837

0. I 5208
0.98837

0 .4831 4

ION

0.49748
0.39283
0.11226
0.27109
0 .02335
0 .50780
-0.12332
0.45751

I'IATR I X

-0. I 5208
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FACTOR SCORE COEFFICIENTS

NO2B

NOzC
NO3B
NO3C

NO4A
NO4B

NO5A
NO5B
NO6A

N06C
NOTB
NOTC
NOBA
NOBB
NOSC
NO9B
NO9C

NI OB
NI OC

NIIC
NI 38
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI

3C

4A

48
58
6A

68
6C

FACTOR I

FACTOR 2

-0 .01 585
0. I 0953
0 .07536
-0.021 66
0. I 0331
-0 .00505
0.03381
0. I 8648
0. I 2835
-0.06377
0.07833
-0.02621
0 .09081
0. 06074
0.02039
0. I 3360
0.05s41

.08299
0.04119
0.04745
0. I 3933
0.04463
0.06721
0 .08562
-0.03217
-0 .02036
0.25756
-0 .01BOt
0.12579

0 .01 352

0.07381
0.05855
0:03984
0 .017 47

0.ll7l3
0.04039
0.05366
0. I 6944
0.09669

-0.0llll

0

0 .0261 0

-0.00818
0

.04451

-0.00457
0. I 3239
0.07267
0.02827
0 .04566

0.00988
0.12268
-0.034?1
0.12114
0.02716
-0.06327
0.02044
0. I 9397
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AFTER ROTATiON WITH KAISTR NORMALiZATION

FACTOR PATTERN
FACTOR I

FACTOR 2

NO28

-0.14228

N02C

0.47839

0.4301 7
0.12237

NO3B

0 .43981

NO3C

-0.09756
0.48329
-0.02296

NO4A
NO4B
NO5A
NO5B
NO6A

N06C
NOTB
NOTC
NOSA
NOSB
NOSC

0 .08550

0.64328
0.56872
-0.23642
0.41925
-0 .1 751 9
0.53348
0.38735
0.12292

NI OB
NI OC

0

NI 38
NI 3C
NI 4A

-0. I 4391
-0. I 59Bl
0.68421

0.02432
0.51 I 4l

.39990
0.27755
0.31 574
0 .06065

0.5851 9
0 .177 66

NIIC

0.391 23
0. 39670

0.0.l 055
-0 .05896
0.2501 0
-0.061 0l
0.48793
0.38407
0.08979
0 .25568
0.00555
0 .50485

NO9C

N09B

0.11672
0.57726
0. I 6083

0.l6l86

0.54522

-0. I 5421

NI 48

0.14827

58

0 .3361 4

6A

0.61 080

68

0.48263
-0. I 0793

0.44957
0.09988
-0.21749
0.0?922
0.65238

FACTOR I

FACTOR 2

NI
NI
NI
NI

6C

FACTOR CORRELATIONS

FACTOR 1
FACTOR 2

1.00000
0.09978

0

.09978

I.00000
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FACTOR STRUCTURE

NO28
NO2C

NO3B
NO3C

FACTOR ]

FACTOR 2

-0 .09936
0 .49060
0.4s146
-0.03997
0.49933

0.41597
0.1 701 0
0 .1 6061

0.56752

0. I 2508

0.20905
0.38894
0.40523

0.62892
0.55278
-0. I 681 6

-0.07973
-0. I 0306
0.66062

NOTB

0.421 68

NOTC

-0. I 241 6
0.53453

0.06615
0.49393
0.06378

0.381 47

-0.0203i

NO4A
NO4B
NO5A
NO5B
NO6A
NO6C

NOSA
NOBB

0 .01 607

NOBC

0.14787

0.26236

NO9B

0.5791 0

-0.00262

N09C
NI OB
NI OC

0.?2635

0 .50565

0 .2001 8

0.40022
0.12969
0.28338
0.03706

NI 1C
NI 38
NI 3C
NI 4A
NI 48
NI 5B
NI 6A
NI 6B
NI 6C

0.40886
0.30306
0.31629

0.llt02

0.52983
0.1 931 3
0.3461 I
0.5891 0
0.48555
-0 04283

0.51 090
-0 .09981
0.46436
0. I 3342

-0. I 5655
0.07738
0.64161

